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I LITERATURE REVIEW WORKBOOK
Executive Summary
This report is the first phase of the NEMO project, aimed to create a toolkit to be tested and
later introduced in school environment. The toolkit intends to combat discrimination,
stereotypes, bring awareness and educate the youngsters about fake news.
France is one of the most diverse country in Europe with 12 million immigrants or descendants
of immigrants living in France. Some of them live in disadvantaged neighborhoods that
cumulates economic and social difficulties: school failure, high unemployment, delinquency ...
Racism, housing discrimination and in hiring, reinforces these inequalities. Thus, the
unemployment rate of immigrants with qualifications is nearly triple than that of other assets at
the same level. The French government, with the aim to facilitate integration, forbids data
gathering of French citizen associated to ethnic origin, faith and sexual orientation. Although
discrimination is well established at all level of society. Effectively the biggest discrimination is
towards skin color, closely followed by ethnic origin. France has also adopted some of the
toughest european laws towards newcomers, criminalizing them after 90 days, if they have not
yet regulated their application to stay. A very short time by all means, considering that migrants
often arrive without paper.
The explosion of new media since the advent of the internet, combined with the difficulty for
the press to find a new perennial business model, the repurchasing of certain titles by oligarchs,
have raised questions and reflection. Historically, the press has been instrumentalized, being a
powerful tool in the dissemination of information it has sometimes been accused of being at
the service of a state, (or under the Vichy regime, an instrument of its propaganda) or at the
service of economic interests. Some media have been perceived in France, especially since the
yellow vest crisis, failing to reflect the diversity of opinion. To face with this crisis of distrust it
is good to remark that some have taken the decision to work together in fighting fake news, by
providing tools to the reader to fact check. So it is now a time to educate the population in
being responsible and develop self criticism. The government has also adopted a anti-fake news
bill on the 20 November 2018.
Although this is limited to electoral period. The opposition and journalists' associations had
already denounced “a text at best "inapplicable" and "ineffective", at worst "dangerous for the
freedom of opinion". The bills also intend to impose transparency obligations on digital platforms
(Facebook, Twitter, etc.) when they distribute content for remuneration. It also includes
provisions for media education and information.
But still, despite all those laws, the best way to tackle discrimination and fake news, stays in
education. So far a lots of actions have taken place to educated youth to the Online dangers,
and it is now time to educate them to fake news. Some actions have been created, such as Safer
Internet Days, but we are yet to see the reach and impact it will have on the new generations.
As in most of the European countries, migrants should be considered as an asset to society. It
contributes since the 60s to the demographic growth of France, but also to its wealth.
Stereotyping, xenophobia has taken over in the recent years due to the influx of refugee in
Europe, but it is worth remembering that migration has alway been present across the planet,
and contributed to the development of our society as it is today.
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INTRODUCTION: NEMO AND THE NATIONAL CONTEXT
1.1. Nemo Project and WP2 Objectives
The NEMO project is a European project funded by the European Union and whose sponsor is
the Arci Solidarietà structure. In collaboration with Arci Solidarierà, seven other structures from
five countries of the European Union (Italy, France, Austria, Bulgaria, Hungary) are involved in
the NEMO project. This project was created in order to find an answer to the problems of the
European countries with regard to the flows of migrants from third countries and their
integration. The primary goal of the NEMO Project is, through education and new media, to
combat online discrimination, stereotypes, and fake news and thus combat the discrimination of
these newcomers.
We are currently in the WP2 phase of the NEMO Project. This phase is a research and analysis
phase, respectively in the 5 countries involved in this project in order to obtain a representative
sample of the different possible problems according to the host countries. We are also going
through a qualitative study to study the skills of parents, teachers and students for digital uses.
We will highlight the differences in digital practice among these three groups and describe the
shortcomings, disadvantages and discrimination that migrant children from third countries face,
whether in their daily lives, at work or online. . But especially in view of the endless growth of
online activities, we will focus on fake news, which themselves come through multiple new
media, distort the perception of all populations on the phenomenon of migration, and find a
parry to all these false news.
It is through a toolbox that we will create and which will be tested in the various partner
colleges in this study, that we hope to be able to hinder the bulimia with fake news and
misinformation, recurring throughout all of Europe and the rest of the planet and thus to
educate and put an end to stereotypes and discrimination online.
This toolbox, once tested, and associated with a media campaign, will be disseminated through
the European Schools and will become entirely educational tools for digital practices, and the
fight against discrimination.
1.2. Definition and Statistical overview about the presence of migrants, asylum seekers and
refugees, ethnic minorities
In a daily basis and often in media, people talk about migration and foreigners without really
considering the legal level or social condition of the people taken into account. Often the
definitions are mixed and numbers don’t correspond to words used. For that reason is really
important to specifically define what we are talking about because a refugee may be or not
from an ethnic minority in an specific country and may be or not in legal terms, an asylum
seeker. While some definitions are developed in a legal level (asylum seeker, refugee) other are
more used in social contexts or as a response to a social reality (migration, ethnic minorities).
For example, demographers1 define immigrants as people who were born in a foreign
nationality and foreign country but currently living in France. If we follow this reasoning, not all
foreigners living in France are immigrants. Similarly, not all immigrants living in France are
foreigners since it is possible to acquire French nationality. Let’s take a look on the following
data of 1999, immigrants are the those who were born in a foreign country even if they have or
not the french nationality.
1
FRANCE TV EDUCATION, https://education.francetv.fr/matiere/epoque-contemporaine/quatrieme/article/les-chiffres-cles-de-limmigration-en-france?#topic=immigration, accessed 4 April.
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Numbers can then differ one to another depending on the concept that is being considered, as
they refer to different realities even if migration is often used to talk about them all. As we will
see when considering official data on migration nowadays their origin are specially from former
colonies, while when we talk about asylum seekers the majority of people come from Albania,
Georgia and Afghanistan. Taking into account France particularity of not gathering or
developping studies considering citizen information related to their ethnic origin, faith and
sexual orientation is difficult to state the situation of certain sectors of societies. That’s why
carrying out qualitative studies on discrimination amongst different sectors of society is so
important, because they allow to evidence social and cultural inequalities, experienced in a
personal level, as a set of exemples, that sometimes quantitative studies doesn’t show.
In order to state the nowadays situation of France in terms of online discrimination,
representation of migration and fake news, it’s very important to start by defining the different
elements that will be looked at in this Literature Review and onwards in the Qualitative Review
that will be developed. While some of them are concepts defined in an international level, other
are considered in a particular way in France.
Stateless (Apatride): According to the New York Convention of September 28, 1954, "one lit in a
person". OFPRA (Office Français de Protection des Réfugiés et Apatrides) is responsible for
recognizing the status of stateless persons who are requested in France and for providing them
with legal and administrative protection2.
Constitutional Asylum (Asile constitutionnel): Ofpra may grant international protection under
the Constitutional Asylum to "any person persecuted for his or her work in favor of freedom"
(preambular paragraph 4 of the 1946 Constitution). The criteria for admission to refugee status
in respect of constitutional asylum are as follows:

● existence of effective persecution (and therefore not just a fear of persecution)
● perpetrators of persecution can be determined or not, organized or not
● the applicant has demonstrated an active commitment to the establishment of a
democratic system or the values attached to it (freedom of expression, freedom of
association, etc.)

● the applicant's commitment must be dictated by considerations of general interest (and
not of a personal nature)
2
OFPRA Glossary-French Office of Refugee’s and Apatride’s Protection, https://www.ofpra.gouv.fr/glossaire?lettre=A, accessed 29 March
2019.
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This protection regime is identical to that granted to persons who have been recognized as
refugees under the Geneva Convention (Source: OFRA glossary3).
Internally Displaced Person/IDP (Déplacés): According to the United Nations definition, IDPs are
"persons or groups who have been forced to flee their homes or their usual place of residence
(...) as a result of armed conflict, domestic human rights abuses or natural or man-made
disasters that have not crossed borders "(Source: OFRA glossary4).
Migrants: While there is no formal legal definition of an international migrant, most experts
agree that an international migrant is someone who changes his or her country of usual
residence, irrespective of the reason for migration or legal status. Generally, a distinction is
made between short-term or temporary migration, covering movements with a duration
between three and 12 months, and long-term or permanent migration, referring to a change of
country of residence for a duration of one year or more.5
Accompanied Minors (Mineurs accompagnés): A minor is accompanied when he is on French
territory accompanied by at least one of his two asylum-seeker parents. These minors do not
make individual requests; they are registered in the file of their parents until their majority.
They can then apply for asylum on an individual basis (Source: OFRA glossary6).
Unaccompanied minors (Mineurs non-accompagnés): These are asylum seekers under the age of
18 who are not accompanied by their father or mother and who are not otherwise the
responsibility of any adult mandated to represent them. A minor can not directly initiate an
administrative procedure and must therefore necessarily be appointed a legal representative.
Also since the law of 4 March 2002 on parental authority, the competent public prosecutor must
appoint an ad hoc administrator to a minor without a legal representative who makes a request
for asylum in France (Source: OFRA glossary7).
Note: For instance, in Europe, government policy documents interchangeably use different
terminology, including “child”, “minor”, “unaccompanied child”, “unaccompanied minor” and
“unaccompanied migrant minor” (Source: Refugees migrants UN)8.
Asylum seekers: Asylum applicant refers to a person having submitted an application for
international protection or having been included in such application as a family member during
the reference period. An application for international protection refers to an application for
asylum as defined in Art. 2(h) of European Union (EU) Directive 2011/95/EU, i.e. including
requests for refugee status or for subsidiary protection status, irrespective of whether the
application was lodged on arrival at the border, or from inside the country, and irrespective of
whether the person entered the territory legally (e.g. as a tourist) or illegally (Source:
EUROSTAT9).
Refugee (Réfugiés): Refugee status is recognized by OFPRA pursuant to Article 1 A2 of the
Geneva Convention of 28 July 1951, which states that: "the term" refugee "applies to any person
who has a well-founded fear of persecution from race, religion, nationality, membership of a
particular social group or political opinion, is outside the country of which he is a national and
can not, or because of this fear, wants to claim the protection of that country, or who, if she has

3

Ibid., https://www.ofpra.gouv.fr/glossaire?lettre=A, accessed 29 March 2019.
Ibid., https://www.ofpra.gouv.fr/glossaire?lettre=D, accessed 29 March 2019.
5
Refugees migrants UN : https://refugeesmigrants.un.org/definitions, accessed 4th april 2019.
6
Ibid., https://www.ofpra.gouv.fr/glossaire?lettre=M#Mineurs%20accompagn%C3%A9s, accessed 29 March 2019.
7
Ibid., https://www.ofpra.gouv.fr/glossaire?lettre=M#Mineurs%20accompagn%C3%A9s, accessed 29 March 2019.
8
Migration Data Portal, https://migrationdataportal.org/themes/child-and-young-migrants, accessed 4 April 2019.
4

9

EUROSTAT, https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Glossary:First_time_asylum_applicant, accessed 4 April 2019.
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no nationality and is outside the country in which she had her habitual residence as a result of
such events, can not or, because of that fear , do not want to go back there " (Source: OPFRA)10.
Social Group (Groupe social): This notion of "social group" applies to individuals who claim a
way of being different from that prevailing in their society and who could thereby incur
persecution. According to the European Qualification Directive a group is considered to be a
"certain social group" when "in particular, its members share an innate characteristic or common
history that can not be changed or a belief so essential to identity or the awareness that it
should not be required of the person they renounce it and this group has its own identity in the
country in question because it is perceived as different by the surrounding society ". In this
context, the use of this ground is only valid in a given country and at a given moment. In this
regard, the persecution suffered or feared may emanate from third parties, traditional or
religious authorities (example of excision in Mali), as long as they are voluntarily tolerated by
the public authorities of the country concerned (Source: OFPRA11).
Vulnerable people (Personnes vulnérables): This notion is introduced into French law by the
texts of the Asylum Package. For the purposes of the Procedures Directive, a vulnerable asylum
seeker is a person who needs special guarantees because of individual circumstances which, if
not taken into account, could limit his or her ability to fulfill the obligations and to benefit from
the rights provided for in the Directive. These individual circumstances may relate to her
physical and mental health, age, family status, gender, sexual orientation or gender identity, or
to the fact that she has been the victim of serious violence (rape, torture) or human trafficking.
States will have to set up a procedure for identifying vulnerable persons and assessing special
needs and the necessary compensations in terms of reception or procedure (Source: OFPRA12).
Ethnic minorities (Minoritée Ethnique): The concept of ethnic groups in France has no legal
existence in French law. Its scientific, historical, anthropological, social or political relevance is
often disputed as an operational concept and the French civil status does not mention any
ethnic characteristics. However, its usefulness as a notion (for empirical use, therefore) is
officially recognized as being of public interest since an ethnic mention is now authorized for
people who reside on the territory of New Caledonia since 2009 (Source: WIKIPEDIA)13.
Foreigner (Étranger) : a person who resides in France and does not possess French nationality,
either because he has another nationality (exclusive title) or because he has none (this is the
case for stateless persons) (Source: INSEE)14.
Immigrant (Immigré) : population consisting of persons born foreigners abroad and residing in
France. It therefore includes, in part, persons who, since their arrival, have acquired French
nationality. On the other hand, it excludes native-born French nationals living in France and
foreigners born in France (Source: INSEE)15

10

OFPRA, https://www.ofpra.gouv.fr/fr/asile/les-differents-types-de-protection/le-statut-de-refugie,
accessed 4 April 2019.
11
Ibid., https://www.ofpra.gouv.fr/glossaire?lettre=G, accessed 29 March 2019.
12
Ibid., https://www.ofpra.gouv.fr/glossaire?lettre=P, accessed 29 March 2019.
13
Wikipedia, https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Groupes_ethniques_en_France?fbclid=IwAR26lUkPjNwoyv8ENFUi_9v2YTVw6WRi2EKmynoXq3Uyqw4gzGO0Br0-gs, accessed 4 April 2019.
14
National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies (INSEE), https://www.insee.fr/en/metadonnees/definition/c1198, accessed 4 April
2019.

15

Ibid, https://www.insee.fr/en/metadonnees/definition/c1328, accessed 29 March 2019.
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MIGRANTS
Migrants by country of birth in 201516

As shown in the previous table, more of the 44% of the migration coming to France were born
in the african continent, followed by a 35% who were born in Europe. As it has been historically,
the flows of migration come specially from former colonies.

16

Ibid: https://www.insee.fr/fr/statistiques/3676614?sommaire=3696937, accessed 31 march 2019.
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ASYLUM SEEKERS
First-time asylum applicants in the EU28 (2018)17

17

Eurostat, https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/asylum-and-managed-migration/visualisations, accessed 4th april 2019.
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First-time asylum applicants in France (2018)18

On the other hand, when considering the asylum applicants claiming protection in France, they
come from countries mostly in Europe (Albania, Georgia) and from the Middle East
(Afghanistan). And when we take the picture of the EU28 Middle East with Iraq and Syria, are
the more common ones.

18

Eurostat, https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/asylum-and-managed-migration/visualisations, accessed 4th april 2019.
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Asylum and managed migration 201819

Compared with other european countries, France is one countries receiving the largest number
of refugees together with Spain, Italy, Greece and Germany who is in the top.

19

Eurostat, https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/asylum-and-managed-migration/statistics-illustrated, accessed 4th april 2019.
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REFUGEES20

In terms of displaced people, and as the UNHCR infographic shows about 2018, worldwide most
of the movements take place internally, while externally 25.4 are considered refugees and just
3.1 millions apply for asylum. As well the top-hosting countries are not europe but Iran,
Pakistan, Uganda and Turkey.

20

UNHCR, https://www.unhcr.org/afr/figures-at-a-glance.html, accessed 31 march 2019
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Refugees and asylum seekers evolution in France21

ETHNIC MINORITIES
Since the prohibition in 197822 of collecting information about an individual’s ethnicity or
religious beliefs there’s no official data of the composition of France’s ethnic and religious
minorities. While it’s one of the most ethnically and religiously heterogeneous country in
Europe. The main languages spoken are French, Breton, Corsican, Catalan, Basque, German,
21

UNHCR - Statistics, http://popstats.unhcr.org/en/overview#_ga=2.23339901.638706240.1554406881-1277431462.1554406881,
accessed 31 march 2019
22
Legifrance https://www.legifrance.gouv.fr/affichTexte.do?cidTexte=JORFTEXT000000886460 accessed 4 april
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Occitan, Flemish, Arab and Berber. And the different religions present are roman catholicism,
islam, protestantism and judaism. The french ministry of culture and communication recognizes
14 distinct minority languages and 47 minority languages in the french overseas territories.
The increasing of social conflicts (for example in suburbs) has make evident a lack of social
integration and specially the existence of inequalities between different citizens, particularly
amongst marginalized muslim populations or african descents, which appear to have more
difficulties compared to the advantaged neighbourhoods.
The Commission Nationale Consultative des Droits de L’homme (CNCDH, National Consultative
Commission on Human Rights) reported a tripled increasing of anti-Muslim hate crimes in
201523. Due to the impact of terrorists attacks, a national security bill was adopted by the
National Assembly. Human right groups have warned the risks of transforming those temporary
measures in an ordinary law.
After Spain, France is the second largest Roma community amongst western european countries.
Roma community use to occupy marginal positions in society, while facing obstacles in
employment, housing and education. They suffer from harsh policies taken place by the French
government like the demolishing of illegal camps and the deportation to their home countries.
In 2017 over 11.309 Roma were forced to leave their homes.
Due to the refugee crisis in Europe social prejudice against muslim minority is increasing, as
thousands of asylum seekers and refugees come from islamic countries like Syria. In 2016,
demolition works in the open-air, state-sanctioned Calais refugee camp dubbed ‘the Jungle’
commenced. The camp’s makeshift church and mosque were also razed to the ground, despite
not being included in the original demolition plans, sparking anger and indignation among the
camp’s population.
With the attempt of clarifying migrants presence in France, the public channel France TV
Education (first educative and public channel in France) creates a dossier24 to defeat received
ideas on migration and to provide historical references of such capital phenomenon which has
been taking part in economic and social history of France while spreading the knowledge
developed by the "National City of the History of Immigration"25 settled in Paris. They created a
short video showing the most representative data “Little story of migration in France”.

23
CNCDH - Essentials Report on the Fight Against Racism 2015, https://www.cncdh.fr/sites/default/files/les_essentiels__rapport_racisme_2015_page_a_page.pdf, accessed 5 April.
24
FRANCE TV EDUCATION, https://education.francetv.fr/matiere/epoque-contemporaine/quatrieme/dossier/immigration, accessed 4 April.
25
NATIONAL MUSEUM OF MIGRATION HISTORY, http://www.histoire-immigration.fr/, accessed 4 April.
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Migration in 19th Century in France:26

Origins of migration in 1881: 27

26

LITTLE STORY OF MIGRATION IN FRANCE (VIDEO), https://education.francetv.fr/matiere/actualite/premiere/video/petitehistoire-de-l-immigration-en-france, accessed 4 April.
27
Ibid. https://education.francetv.fr/matiere/actualite/premiere/video/petite-histoire-de-l-immigration-en-france, accessed 4 April.
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Migration in 19th Century in France: 28

Origins of Migrants during 1945-1975:29

28
29

Ibid. https://education.francetv.fr/matiere/actualite/premiere/video/petite-histoire-de-l-immigration-en-france, accessed 4 April.
Ibid. https://education.francetv.fr/matiere/actualite/premiere/video/petite-histoire-de-l-immigration-en-france, accessed 4 April.
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Evolution of migration from africa and europe in 20th Century (after 1975):30

Data for 2016:31

30
31

Ibid. https://education.francetv.fr/matiere/actualite/premiere/video/petite-histoire-de-l-immigration-en-france, accessed 4 April.
Ibid. https://education.francetv.fr/matiere/actualite/premiere/video/petite-histoire-de-l-immigration-en-france, accessed 4 April.
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Trends for 21st Century:32

Historically France has received different flows of migration and it has been normally linked to
the needs of workforce. Taking into account the continent of origin, european migration used to
be more important before 2000 and after african migration presence increased. Data form 2016
shows that 6,4% (4,2 millions) of the total population is foreign which differs from the 3% back
in 1881 (1 million). So while migration has always had a place in France, nowadays due to
wars/persecutions, poverty and climate change, the migration flows increases which at the same
time can give response to the increasing aging of french population and the low birth rates.
1.3. Overview about media landscape
The association Action-Critique-Médias and Le Monde diplomatique collaborate in the
production and dissemination of a panorama - mindmap - of the French media landscape33.
Initiated in 2006 as part of the PLPL media critical press project - Le PlanB, this project has
undergone 14 updates in 12 years, by the same authors who were the initiators - now
executives of the two partner structures.
In an objective approach of convergence of the media, this panorama includes television
channels in free access via DTT Digital Terrestrial Television, as well as FM radio stations. As for
the criteria of this panoramic review, the authors specify the methodology:

32

Ibid. https://education.francetv.fr/matiere/actualite/premiere/video/petite-histoire-de-l-immigration-en-france, accessed 4 April.
Acrimed - Le Monde diplomatique, FMédias français : qui possède quoi ? (version 14 - Décembre 2018),
https://www.acrimed.org/Medias-francais-qui-possede-quoi, accessed 20 March 2019.
33
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“This poster takes advantage of readability rather than completeness. There are news media that
"make the opinion" and that depend on industrial or financial interests, press groups or the state:
national print media titles generalist, economic and political ; the titles of the regional daily press;
national television (and some local television channels); national radio channels; some online
information sites. Departmental newspapers, independent titles (such as Le Canard enchaine) and the
so-called alternative press are not represented. Finally, capital ties were limited to major
shareholders. "34
Their work exposes - thanks to the panoramic and synthetic presentation allowed by the visual
tree a.k.a mind mapping - an oligopolistic concentration of the media in France, where
collisions weaken the principles of independence and pluralism. This gives rise to much
criticism, and partly explains the mistrust and disengagement that these media suffer - the most
representative example in the press is that of Liberation, whose average daily circulation has
been divided by a factor of 3 in 20 years35.

34
Conception : Jérémie Fabre, Documentation : Marie Beyer et Jérémie Fabre, Adaptation : Guillaume Barou, avec Boris Séméniako
et Cécile Marin.
35
ACPM Alliance pour les Chiffres de la Presse et des Médias, Libération archives, https://www.acpm.fr/Support/liberation, accessed
25 March 2019.
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Classement diffusion PQN 2018 - ACPM36

36
ACPM Alliance pour les Chiffres de la Presse et des Médias, Classement diffusion PQN 2018, https://www.acpm.fr/Leschiffres/Diffusion-presse/Presse-Payante/Presse-Quotidienne-Nationale, accessed 25 March 2019.
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Classement diffusion PGI 2019 - ACPM37

However, the success of the free titles distributed for 15 years on the public road, if it nuance
the disenchantment of the 'print', also explains the decrease of audience of the paying historical
titles. With an adapted edition for each of the 10 most populated cities in France, titles 20
minutes and CNEWS - former Direct - daily broadcast average three times greater than those of
historical titles38 pay : more than 1 million for the first, more than 800k for the second.39
Shaken by this competition, historical titles emerged on the web 25 years ago, but have been
developing for less than 10 years a new strategy called "web first" and "mobile first" including
Le Figaro, leader of the PQN - with Le Monde - is a perfect example (Joux, 2017)40.

37

ACPM Alliance pour les Chiffres de la Presse et des Médias, Presse Gratuite d’Information 2019, https://www.acpm.fr/Leschiffres/Diffusion-presse/Presse-Gratuite/Presse-Gratuite-d-Information, accessed 21 March 2019.
38
ACPM Alliance pour les Chiffres de la Presse et des Médias, Classement diffusion PQN 2018, http://www.acpm.fr/Leschiffres/Diffusion-presse/Presse-Payante/Presse-Quotidienne-Nationale, accessed 20 Mars 2019.
39
ACPM Alliance pour les Chiffres de la Presse et des Médias, Presse Gratuite d’Information 2019, https://www.acpm.fr/Leschiffres/Diffusion-presse/Presse-Gratuite/Presse-Gratuite-d-Information , accessed 21 March 2019.
40
Joux, Alexandre, “Stratégies de marques et stratégies éditoriales du Groupe Figaro”, in Du portail à l’écosystème intégré par le Data
Management, Réseaux, 2017/5, pp. 117-143.
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Internet - Web : sites, digital medias, social networks, infotainment41

Topito is at rank 25 with 16k monthly hits, and has 2.2 million facebook subscribers. Melty is at
rank 34 with 10k monthly visits (2016), and has 2.3 million facebook followers.
Absent from the ACPM-OJD ranking of June 2016, the 4 other leaders of the French-speaking
infotainment put all their visibility on the virality of the social networks - in particular facebook.
Their number of subscribers on the social network remains the best measure of their audience.
BuzzFeed has 1 million subscribers on its 'France' page (compared to 11 million on its generic
page); Minute Buzz, Konbini & Démotivateur each have between 4 and 5 million subscribers.
Very successful in terms of frequenting their website, the two lifestyle-oriented titles of the
Groupe Cerise Oh my mag! & GentSide occupy the 12th and 13th ranks with respectively 18k
monthly visits (2.3 million facebook subscribers) and 23k monthly visits (750k facebook
subscribers), while the Groupe Cerise page has only 570 likes on facebook.
We limit to these 8 titles for 2 reasons: there is no other French actor on this sector which does
not accuse an audience at least 10 times less than them; they represent - in particular the first 6
- ToMeBuBuKoDé 90% of the infotainers who flood the newsfeed of the social networks used by
the age group - in particular the young teenagers 11 - 14 years old.
1.3.1. Children and internet use
Households in France are ranked 13th among Internet users in Europe. We can also observe the
main users are young people under 25 years. They are the largest Internet users in all categories

41

Classement de la fréquentation des sites Juin 2016,
http://letter.ojd.com/optiext/optiextension.dll?ID=8EF8DN5iOZ2zFG_3UH0Ln7bFO2N0hRAU1wo8ipbZU9z_uIrm0FQQSmldJ7Zr40Qn
q5ynDo7GU2qElwSMNRztuuPfMKPmY, accesssed 1 April 2019.
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identified: 88% of young people use email, 78% Communicate on social networks or
professionals, 47% make phone or video calls, and 6% create a website or blog.
Although legally they should not be there, it is not a secret to anyone that children under 13
have invested social networks by lying on their age to register: 7-12 years spend 6h10
connected each week, a figure up 30 minutes from 2016 and 45 minutes from 2015 according
to Ipsos ‘Junior Connect’ 2018 report42.

On the other hand, the youth press is still read by a majority of children and adolescents: more
than 60% of young people read at least 1 youth press title during its last publication period
(74% for 1-6 year olds, 71% for 7-12 year olds and 43% for 13-19 year olds). In total, nearly 10
million young people read at least one of the 60 titles studied.
Even if television remains the first screen at home, the smartphone is itself the champion with
the young people (84% of the 13-19 years and 24% of the 7-12 years), before the computer and
the tablet. Television retains its status as a favorite medium for the under-13s, to whom they
devote the most time each week. Habits change: watching live TV on computer, smartphone or
tablet is a practice that tends to become widespread.
On their smartphone, the 7-12 years old plebiscite the applications of games; 13-19 year olds
diversify the uses: social networks and messaging, music, videos ... Among the platforms,
Youtube remains at the forefront, now followed by Snapchat which continues to grow rapidly,
including among 7-12 years.43

42
IPSOS, https://www.ipsos.com/fr-fr/junior-connect-2018-jeunes-et-medias-une-consommation-toujours-dynamique-et-diversifiee,
accessed 4 April 2019.
43
IPSOS, https://www.ipsos.com/fr-fr/junior-connect-2018-jeunes-et-medias-une-consommation-toujours-dynamique-et-diversifiee,
accessed 4 April 2019.
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2. DISCRIMINATION OF MIGRANTS
2.1. Main forms of discrimination of migrants, asylum seekers and refugees, ethnic minorities
As the Second European Union Minorities and Discrimination Survey44 states for the hole
European States, similarly to the findings of EU-MIDIS I, ‘ethnic origin or immigrant
background’45 emerges as the most common ground of discrimination – experienced by every
fourth respondent (25 %) in the five years preceding the survey, followed by skin colour and
religion (each 12 %). Considering the second generation, they experience higher levels of
religious discrimination than the first generation (20 % versus 12 %).

Particularly in France, the forms of discrimination that stand out are skin colour, followed by
ethnic origin an age, leaving the religious aspect in the last position. Ethnicity is a difficult thing
to talk about in regards to France. This is largely because the French government does not
allow the collection of statistics on ethnicities for fear of prejudice or racism against those
people.
44
EU-MIDIS II (European Union Agency for fundamental Rights), https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/fra-2017-eumidis-ii-main-results_en.pdf, accessed 1 April 2019.
45
EU-MIDI (European Union Agency for fundamental Rights), https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/663-fra2011_eu_midis_en.pdf, accessed 1 April 2019.
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When taking into account the different european more discriminated groups, in France the ones
that suffer especially are descendants or immigrants of North-Africa, the descendants or
immigrants of Sub-saharan Africa and Roma community. The results from the EU-MIDIS II show
that Roma respondents (26 %) and individuals from North Africa (31 %) and Sub-Saharan Africa
(24 %) indicate the highest levels of discrimination based on ethnic or immigrant background in
the 12 months before the survey.
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Discrimination in the past 12 months in 10 areas of life of the target group of immigrants or
descendants of immigrants of North-Africa46.

46
FRA - European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights: https://fra.europa.eu/en/publications-and-resources/data-andmaps/survey-data-explorer-second-eu-minorities-discrimination-survey?mdq1=dataset, accessed 31 march 2019
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Discrimination in the past 12 months in 10 areas of life of the target group of immigrants or
descendants of immigrants of Sub-saharan Africa47.

2.1.2. Areas of discrimination of most vulnerable groups
In Europe the highest rates of discrimination based on ethnic or immigrant background are
observed in the area of employment and when accessing public and private services. Across all
areas of life examined by the survey EU-MIDIS II48, almost a third (29 %) of respondents who
looked for work in the five years preceding the survey felt discriminated against, and one in 10
(12 %) experienced this in the year before the survey.
Reported incidents are mostly related to discrimination at the workplace (40 %) or in public
services (22 %) and most complaints were made to an employer (36 %), trade unions and staff
committees (13 %) or to the police when related to entering a nightclub or a bar (17 %). Only 4
% of all reports were made to an equality body.

47

Ibid, https://fra.europa.eu/en/publications-and-resources/data-and-maps/survey-data-explorer-second-eu-minoritiesdiscrimination-survey?mdq1=dataset, accessed 31 march 2019
48
Ibid, https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/fra-2017-eu-midis-ii-main-results_en.pdf, accessed 1 April 2019
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In France the statistics are about the same: 22% of immigrants from Africa were unemployed in
2012, as well as 17% of immigrants and 14% of their descendants, compared to 8.6% of nonimmigrant workers, according to a study developed by INSEE (National Institute of Statistics and
Economic studies) and the Ministry of Employment49.

A second study50 focuses on 18-29 year olds, who face particular difficulties in entering the
labor market (2008 data). Contributing to this is the fact that France prohibits the majority of
public service posts to foreigners outside the European Union and three quarters of young
49

Inequalities Observatory, https://www.inegalites.fr/Emploi-les-immigres-discrimines?id_theme=5, accessed 7 April 2019.
Observation Center of Society, http://www.observationsociete.fr/population/immigres-et-etrangers/emploi-les-immigresdiscrimines.html#footnote2_ffwl971, accessed 7 April 2019.
50
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immigrants are in this case: a set of positions are closed to them, hence mechanically a higher
level of unemployment.

ENAR Shadow report51 points out that data on the extent and manifestation of racial and
religious discrimination in France remain poorly documented, especially with regard to recent
official data sources and employment. Using old data it also highlight that, In 2009, 60% of
second generation immigrants acknowledged having faced discrimination in the labour market
during the last five years while only 13% of the total population acknowledged having faced
discrimination in employment.
In 2012, 35% of private sector employees and 26% of civil servants reported having witnessed
ethnic discrimination at work. Discrimination in the workplace is reported more than
discrimination in access to employment, because the latter might is more difficult to identify
and demonstrate.
France lacks public policies aimed at reducing ethnic and religious discrimination in
employment.
Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs) offer a vital alternative data source which comes
directly from the experiences of individuals and communities.
The European Right Roma Center published an study submitted to HRC on France showing
which discriminations the Roma community had faced in this country (June 2017)52:
●

Housing and evictions: despite domestic and international legal standards, between
15,000 and 20,0004 Roma in France live in substandard housing and experience
multiple forced evictions, which leave them in increasingly marginalised, poor and
unstable conditions.

●

Access to water: An ERRC published research in 2017 concerning Romani people’s
access to water showed that Romani people living in slums have inadequate drinking
water and sanitation.

51
European Network Against Racism - Shadow Report Racism and Discrimination in Employment in Europe, https://www.enareu.org/IMG/pdf/shadowreport_2016x2017_long_final_lowres.pdf, accessed 7 April 2019.
52
European Right Roma Center- Corcerning France: http://www.errc.org/uploads/upload_en/file/france-hrc-submission-27-june2017.pdf, accessed in 31st march 2019
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●

Low access to education for romani children in France: Only 47% of Romani respondents
to the ERRC’s survey said that their school-age children in France were in school; that is
less than half of the enrolment rate of French children. Among respondents with schoolage children out of school, 59.4% reported that this was because they had been told by
administrators that there is no place in their school.

●

Racially motivated attacks against roma in France

●

Hate speech against roma in France: A study from the Commission Nationale
Consultative des Droits de l’Homme (CNCDH) from June 2014 says that Roma are among
the least tolerated communities in France. The opinion polls in that study also show the
“rise of blatant and downplayed forms of prejudices against Roma”.

Focusing in the types of harassment that descendents and migrants suffer from the EU-MIDIS
II53 shows that offensive gestures an inappropriate staring take place in their everyday life.

2.2. Children and stereotypes on migrants, asylum seekers and refugees, ethnic minorities
UNESCO’s 2019 report on Migration, displacement and education54 shows that in France just 4%
of teachers had training in multicultural or multilingual education. Not a very good result
considering that the report states that education is the main tool to prevent and fight
stereotypes and discrimination against migrants. Not only is really important that teachers have
a good training and knowledge of diversity but as well that children and youngsters receive a
good education on those topics. The report shows a direct relation between education and
discrimination against migrants: Formal and non formal education can build resilient societies and
reduce prejudices and discrimination.
53

Ibid, https://fra.europa.eu/sites/default/files/fra_uploads/fra-2017-eu-midis-ii-main-results_en.pdf, accessed 1 April 2019
UNESCO - Migration, displacement and education: building bridges, not walls,
https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000265866/PDF/265866eng.pdf.multi, accessed 14 June 2019
54
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As shown in the following graphic, France stands out for being a country with high
concentration of second -language students and by not having teachers with multicultural and
multilingual education.
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“Education shapes attitudes towards immigrants and refugees by providing critical skills to enable
engagement with different cultures. It also provides an opportunity for students to engage with
immigrants and refugees in school and challenge their own stereotypes” (Unesco report, 2019: 78).
The report shows an example of two quasi-experimental studies were using european social
survey data they suggest that education does produce positive attitudes towards migrants. The
first study, developed in 2016 by d’Hombres and Nunziata (d׳Hombres, Béatrice & Nunziata,
Luca, 2016. "Wish you were here? Quasi-experimental evidence on the effect of education on
self-reported attitude toward immigrants, (European Economic Review, Elsevier, vol. 90(C),
pages 201-224), pooled data from 12 countries and found that an extra year of school was
associated with an 8 to 10 percentage point increase in the probability of holding more
favourable attitudes towards immigrants. The second study, Education and Anti-Immigration
Attitudes: Evidence from Compulsory Schooling Reforms across Western Europe developed in
2018 by Cavalle and Marshall (focused on Denmark, France, the Netherlands, sweden and the
United Kingdom), revealed that an additional year in a secondary school decreased the
likelihood of opposition to immigration, countering the belief of anti-migration parties, that
immigration reduces the quality of life of host countries.
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Besides the importance of education in lowering discrimination against migrants, the report
shows how migrants are more likely than natives to leave school early. But still compared to
other countries like Italy or Spain, the difference in France is not that high.
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When considering immigrant backgrounds the report states that in France students with
immigrant backgrounds are more likely than natives to repeat a secondary grade.
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3 REPRESENTATION OF MIGRANTS
3.1 Media representation of migrants asylum seekers and refugees, ethnic minorities – framing
and narratives
In France, Article 1 of the Constitution of the Fifth Republic prohibits any statistics
incorporating data on ethnic origins, which makes any analysis or quantitative comparative
approach between the reality and media portrayal of migrations and ethnic minorities difficult.
So far, media “stereotyping” phenomena have been the subject of much work, particularly in the
fields of psychology and communication sciences. The exposure to media representations on
the theme of migrants was the subject of a study55 on the images broadcast in two titles of the
French press, Marianne and Valeurs Actuelles, weekly publications strongly marked
ideologically (one on the left the other on the right of the political chessboard). This research
made it possible to establish that the motive of the "horde" was that which dominates the
theme of migrants: men, represented in large groups, outside. This motif was used at 21.73% in
the photos published by Marianne and in 42.3% of the photos published in Valeurs Actuelles to
illustrate the theme of migrants.
In recent years, moreover, studies in France have found failures in the media treatment of
migration: "These have specific causes, linked to the complexity of the migration phenomenon but
also to the intrinsic subjectivity of journalism. They are also the result of major developments in the
media, in particular the increasing commercialization of information, the conception of the "news"
that favors controversy and conflict, event-driven and non-contextual coverage of news or a doctrine
of proximity that tends to marginalize the international "56. The economic crisis in the press and
media also reduces the means to work in-depth coverage of these topics.
However, steps have already been taken on the responses to be given to improve the
consideration of diversity in the media, or the media treatment of ethnic minorities. In 2012, the
diversity label was awarded to the Conseil Supérieur de l'Audiovisuel (CSA) and renewed in
2017 for the steps taken to promote a better representation of the diversity of French society in
the audiovisual media.57
In the report of world’s Migration of 201858, IOM argues that while much research evidence,
around the world, points to media associating migrants with “bad news,” such negativity is not
necessarily unique to migration coverage, as journalists “generally tend to emphasize problems
across most topics.”
Migration coverage is not only positive or negative, but also presents a variety of different
issues, narratives and viewpoints, identifying how matters are framed is important because
media frames affect how people think about migration.
At the same time, rapid multiplication and diversification of social and online media brings
potential for good but also pitfalls – in particular, “fake” news .

55
Media stereotyping and objectification of the social representation of migrants, Pascal Moliner, Julien Vidal and Joëlle Payet, in
Les Cahiers Internationaux de Psychologie Sociale, 2018 1-2
56
Marthoz, Jean-Paul. « Comment la presse couvre les migrations », , Couvrir les migrations. sous la direction de Marthoz Jean-Paul.
De Boeck Supérieur, 2011, pp. 57-78.
57
https://www.csa.fr/Informer/Qu-est-ce-que-le-CSA/Le-CSA-une-institution-citoyenne/Le-label-diversite
58
IOM https://publications.iom.int/books/world-migration-report-2018 accessed 4 April 2019
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3.1.1 Misinformation, myths, fake news about migration in the media online and offline
Money:
Although the information can be true, omission of an argument about the retention of funds in
the host country is not existent thus creating a sense of leaking funds abroad as in this article59.
It can be seen, however, that the proportion of money sent abroad is of the order of only 15% of
foreigners' income, thus contributing greatly to the economic development of the host country.

Racist and sexual offenses:
In internet, there are many articles exposing sexual and racist crimes committed by migrants. A
rage throughout Europe is resounding this feeling of insecurity following the flow migrating to
Europe in recent years with scathing titles, like boulevard voltaire60 in France, or mediapresse.info61, extreme right political movements who use journalistic style to spread not
accurate data and hate speech against migrants. However, when we look at the data of the

59

http://www.lefigaro.fr/conjoncture/2014/10/08/20002-20141008ARTFIG00016-les-emigres-envoient-435-milliards, accessed 4
april 2019.
60
Boulevard Voltaire, https://www.bvoltaire.fr/migrants-criminalite-chiffres-tuent/, accessed 4 April 2019.
61
Media Press Info, https://www.medias-presse.info/calais-une-femme-violee-en-rue-par-plusieurs-immigres-samedi-soir/99674/,
accessed 4 April 2019.
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Ministry of Justice62, we notice that most of the violence is towards migrants.
In the same way the feelings of an acute growth of violence within Europe, by this ever flow of
articles on crimes committed by the migrants is countered by more serene data. For example
France Radio International.
But if one refers to information provided by the Ministry of the Interior63, the majority of crimes
with sexual’s character are committed by French. See table below.

3.1.2 Representation of migrants, asylum seekers and refugees, ethnic minorities in public discourse
But we can also observe that this state of fear has real political consequences, as we can read in
the following article64. While taking advantage of this psychosis state with imported terrorism,
linking international crime to an ethnic origin, governments aim to generate and uniformise
European laws against migrants, criminalizing migrants, even though being a migrant is not a
crime. They are in fact often victims themselves. The rise of elected extreme right political
groups across Europe, contribute to this phenomena.
In this respect, it is essential to have an effective legislative framework against incitement to
hatred, discrimination and intolerance. There is also a need to combat hate speech by
politicians and their dissemination by the media.65
In contrast, the French government present a new action for 2019 addressed to newcomers with
an “integration paths for migrants” within the French Republic. The personalized integration
62

Ministère de l’Intérieur, https://www.interieur.gouv.fr/Interstats/Actualites/Insecurite-et-delinquance-en-2017-premier-bilanstatistique, accessed 4 April 2019.
63

Ministère de l’Intérieur https://www.interieur.gouv.fr/content/download/100602/.../violences_sexuelles.pdf accessed 4 April 2019

64

Openedition, https://journals.openedition.org/conflits/551 Accessed 4 April 2019
65
Assemblée parlementaire européenne, http://www.assembly.coe.int/nw/xml/XRef/X2H-Xref-ViewHTML.asp?FileID=6751&lang=fr
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journey begins with the signing of a Republican integration contract (CIR) and continues with
individual support actions. It continues therefore after the CIR, during the first 5 years of the
presence in France of the foreigner.66
The integration of foreigners in France is an issue of social cohesion. In recent years, the policy
on the reception and integration of foreigners admitted to France has been reinforced by the
implementation of several schemes, as well as proposals for avenues for reflection aimed at
responding to the challenges related to the integration of foreigners. 'integration...67
However, when it comes to visible minority representation in the political landscape, there is
still a lot of work to be done. According to the Montaigne Institute, Political parties are more
likely to give "atypical candidates" a chance to run for local elections68. A tendency which is
better for leftist politicals parties.
As for the French government, it is very difficult to establish a representative proportion of
France, due to the lack of official ethnic statistics in France. The president of CRAN provides
arguments about this observation: "We must examine the situation on all levels. Because the
parity and the diversity that one respects more or less at the minister’s level disappear
completely at cabinet’s level, in the places where the decisions are elaborated"69.

66
Ministère de l’Intérieur https://www.immigration.interieur.gouv.fr/Accueil-et-accompagnement/Le-parcours-d-integrationrepublicaine-renove accesed 4 April 2019
67
Ministère de l’Intérieur https://www.immigration.interieur.gouv.fr/Info-ressources/Actualites/Focus/L-integration-desressortissants-de-pays-tiers-sur-le-marche-du-travail, accessed 4 Avril 2019.
68
Institut Montaigne https://www.institutmontaigne.org/ressources/pdfs/publications/regionales_minorites_visibles.pdf Accessed 4 April
2019

69
Le Monde https://www.lemonde.fr/les-decodeurs/article/2017/05/24/diversite-ethnique-le-gouvernement-philippe-ne-fait-pasmieux-que-ces-predecesseurs_5133224_4355770.html accessed 4 April 2019
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3.2 Children, media and migration
No “official” research has been done on "media use by children." The French government seems
timid despite actions through prevention days for an Internet safer. Associations, the Education
League are however active in an awareness campaign for children on the dangers of the
Internet. The Minister of National Education, Higher Education and Research, Internet Without
Fear (Internet Sans Crainte) and its partners in the Safer Internet France program, as well as
digital and education stakeholders launched in February the Safer Internet Day at the Ministry
of Education. It would seem from a study by Statista that Internet use through social media is
closely related to the level of education, and therefore also to the age of the child.
Current actions seem to focus on protecting children online against harassment, but also on
protecting their identity online. Switzerland is more proactive in raising awareness of fake news
among young people.
It also transpires that parents are the least equipped to protect and educate children on digital
uses, who are themselves digital users since their earliest childhood. The school seems
therefore the favorite place for risk assessment and education regarding leisure and digital
activities online.
It would seem that the notion of foreigners is to be addressed mainly through youth reading,
which allows the child to discover not only distant landscapes but also cultures and customs
different from his/her own. This is good news, as we see in the statistics previously reported on
the digital use of the children (71% for 7-12 year olds) read the online youth press. It is
therefore the responsibility of the youth press to make sure that they provide reflective tools to
bring awareness to children.
As shown in this example of bullying On and Offline, it it through discussion and group analysis
workshop of a story one can relate to, that it is possible to educate youngsters. Bullying has
unfortunately always been part of the school yard, and is often triggered by differences amongst
peers. School results, social background, ethnic background, clothing, etc etc. The resultant is
always intimate, and can leave scars for life to the victim. Contrary to Uk effort in combating
bullying at school, France is a bit behind. It would be wise for the French government through
the Ministry of Education to step up to the speed through sensibilisation campaigns, as these
attitudes are later found in the working environments. In doing so, the victim could be provided
with tools to defends him/herself, and diffuse the situation rapidly before it is too late.
Here we took the example of bullying, but ethnic discrimination has the same meccanism. No
need to spend much time on the web, to discover multitudes of aggressive exchanges towards
minorities. The free titles (often popular and accessories in spreading rumors) online have little,
if any moderations in the comments section. Another observed phenomena is the fact that
anyone can have multiple identities to hide themselves. Tackling and informing about this
sense of anonyma (as no one is really anonymous online) could be a one of the way to
approach the dilemma. A big effort is made by the police in tackling this issue towards some
key cases, but the resources are mediocre at the best considering the amount of offences
generated by the large quantities of exchanges online. It is therefore the responsibility of the
webmaster to control and regulate its own environment. Although it is quite a task for anyone,
the main press is succeeding at it.
Much more is to be done by the social networks, who have so far privileged notoriety and
success to regulation. The rapid spread of the Christchurch’s video is a great example of the
difficulty in keeping control of the contents. It is also the side effect of a decentralised global
network, with different regulations according to countries. As a says goes, ‘what is on the net is
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there to stay’, particularly for individuals who have little power in tackling the problem. So
prevention is the best tool one can have in his/her hand to preserve one’s tranquility and future.
4 CONCLUSION: RESPONSES, REMEDIES, GOOD PRACTICES
4.1 Remedies and good practices against discrimination
It transpires that good practices within companies vary greatly depending on the size of the
company. Large companies have found it interesting to adhere to the code of good practice of
diversity and to combat discrimination for its brand image. SMEs represent more than 99% of
companies in Europe and provide 60% of jobs. As a result, awareness work needs to continue
with SMEs, so that the majority of employees can not only educate themselves about diversity,
but also contribute to the fight against minority stereotypes. At their level, and unlike large
companies, the ethical and humanistic convictions of business leaders are crucial. They affirm
the benefits of the diversity of profiles for the company and emphasize that it benefits from
reflecting the environment in which it operates, both vis-à-vis its employees, and its customers
or partners.70
It is also the responsibility of politicians to do good work with migrants. The "Dublin"
Regulation and the "Reception" Directive of June 26, 2013 allow this placement in detention if
there is a risk of flight and subject to the examination of their individual situation. Nevertheless,
the project constitutes a deplorable political turning point in terms of respect for fundamental
rights and freedoms. It would be the first time that France has decided to implement in its
legislation the most restrictive measures of the European regulation on individual freedoms and
fundamental rights of asylum seekers. If this text were adopted, persons in a regular situation
could now be deprived of their liberty, in the absence of any decision of removal and without
such removal being likely possible.
This would lead to the trivialisation of the confinement of foreigners, including those with a
right to stay in the country and in need of international protection, in defiance of the most basic
human rights.71
Today, the main obstacles to the integration of migrants and to human rights in host societies
are discriminatory practices and persistent anti-migrant sentiments. These kinds of feelings and
practices are often exacerbated by laws, regulations and political policies to restrict migratory
flows as the growing trend of criminalizing irregular migration.
That is why the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights takes the
guardian role through action and support.
●

The protection of human rights in the context of migration and the elimination of
discrimination is one of its main strategic thematic priorities for 2010-2011.

●

Support for the activities of bodies established under an international instrument. They
monitor the implementation of fundamental human rights treaties, such as the
Committee on Migrant Workers

●

Support for intergovernmental and expert mechanisms that deal with migrant
discrimination, such as the Durban Review Conference and related mechanisms.

70

Defenses des droits, https://juridique.defenseurdesdroits.fr/doc_num.php?explnum_id=2676 accessed 4 April 2019
Defenses des droits,, https://www.defenseurdesdroits.fr/sites/default/files/atoms/files/cp-defenseur_des_droits__regime_dasile_europeen.pdf
71
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●

Strengthening national capacities to eliminate migration-related discrimination,
through counseling, research and analysis, advocacy and mobilization of support for
anti-discrimination measures, such as laws, policies and programs, and outreach to the
wider community to build partnerships in this area.

●

Defending the protection of human rights throughout the migration process, including
through coordinated action and cooperation within the Global Migration Group, a
United Nations agency dealing with migration issues.

Young migrants, especially sub-Saharan migrants, are going through very difficult times in
order to find refuge in the more peaceful countries of Europe. Indeed, for 77% of young
migrants or refugees who took the road to the central Mediterranean, the trip was synonymous
with abuse, exploitation or human trafficking. Adults are also affected by these difficulties, in
slightly smaller proportions (69%). Afshan Khan, UNICEF's Director of Emergency Programs calls
for EU leaders to put in place durable solutions, including secure and legal migration routes,
create protection corridors and find alternatives to detention of migrant children72.
4.2 Information sources about migration
European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights: https://fra.europa.eu/en
Office Français des Protection des Réfugiés et Apatrides: https://www.ofpra.gouv.fr
Migration Data Portal: https://migrationdataportal.org/
INSEE https://www.insee.fr
Eurostat https://ec.europa.eu
UNHCR: https://www.unhttps://fra.europa.eu/en/publications-and-resources/data-andmaps/survey-data-explorer-second-eu-minorities-discrimination-survey?mdq1=datasethcr.org
ACPM https://www.acpm.fr
IPSOS https://www.ipsos.com
FRA - European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights: https://fra.europa.eu
UNICEF https://www.unicef.fr
II QUALITATIVE REVIEW
1.Introduction
The current report aims at presenting our contribution to a preliminary qualitative analysis of
the digital practices of young teenagers, and their sensitivity to the issues related to a migratory
situation from a third party country, especially as it relates to false information or fake news.
Our area of study is the same as our area of intervention: Marseille and its conurbation. The
Urban Prod non profit has been operating there for twenty years, conceiving and deploying
cultural actions for social emancipation through multimedia creation. The organization’s
experience in the field of cultural mediation gives it a strong expertise in the diagnosis of the
uses of digital tools and medias on its territory. The rise of these digital uses and the easier
72
UNICEF, https://www.unicef.fr/article/racisme-discriminations-pour-les-jeunes-migrants-subsahariens-le-voyage-est-encore-plus
accessed 7 April 2019
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access to enabling tools have, over the last fifteen years, turned Urban Prod into a major player
in this field, with a precious expertise. The goal of our contribution is to identify the specificities
of our territory in the field of digital equipment and the informational practices that go along.
We have chosen to approach the final goal of the NEMO project – the issues pertaining to
misinformation regarding migratory news – from this angle.
1.1 Methodology
In the interviewing process we have chosen to follow the model proposed by the consortium,
based on the provided questionnaire, given that we absolutely agree with this gradual approach
based upon simple and neutral questions : ‘your equipment’, ‘your practices, including for
recreational purposes’… We are convinced it leads to more substantive answers relating to less
obvious questions through the establishment of a complicity that favors open testimony and
authenticity. In practice, the number of interviewers, five, and the limited level of experience of
some of them in this process, resulted in some heterogeneity in the duration (30 to 70 minutes)
of the interviews and in the granularity of the answers. This heterogeneity is also largely due to
the heterogeneity of the interviewees ; this parent, little equipped and not very interested
wasn’t much talkative, while this kid turned out to be an intensive user glad to expand on the
subject, or this teacher (a librarian) insisted on describing precisely the missions and stakes he
felt committed to.
The interviews took place in Marseille during the month of May 2019. Conventions were signed
months ahead with educational establishments. Still, when the time for the interviews came in
April, we were confronted with closed doors. Personal strikes and other logistic matters, like
organizing final exams, got the head of these schools to deny us access, sometimes in less than
pleasing terms. Luckily, one of our contributors, who had several family ties in different high
schools in the area, helped us get in touch with their headmasters. The urgency of our request
was heard, and we were granted access to three high schools in the northern districts of
Marseille. The constraints of our predicament and the kindness of our hosts decided us on
accepting an interviewing planning largely build around practical constraints (missing classes,
final exams, days when access to the schools was forbidden to outsiders…). We chose not to
stick too strongly to our methodological requirements with these partners, trusting instead in
the virtues of chance.
1.2 Context of research
France – and more so the city of Marseille – is a country of immigration. Marseille has been a
part of the Mediterranean space for centuries, and shares with other coastal cities, from Spain
to Turkey, cultural traits that make it a familiar place for nationals from all these territories.
Algerian history in particular is an integral element of immigration in Marseille. If Portuguese,
Italian and Spanish origins are more obvious at first glance, as they are strongly represented in
most families in Marseille, Algerian immigration is especially sensitive because it is linked to
that country’s independence. Political choices from the early 1980s – legalization programs,
family reunion – have also favored greeting immigrant populations from various countries :
french speaking Sub-saharan Africa, Mediterranean Middle East, South America, Indochinese
peninsula.
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For the last 15 years, a dynamic of ideological and political radicalization has turned Marseille
into a symbol : either a symbol of cultural diversity and cosmopolitan fraternity for some or a
symbol of multicultural threat and community confrontation for others.
The three high schools visited for this study are part or a priority education network called
REP+73, as their population comes mainly from the popular class and/or from immigration
origin.
Since the age group targeted by the project is, in France, serviced by a single type of
establishment, the high schools74 (called in french ‘collèges’), it is relatively easy for us to go
and meet the desired subjects. By asking permission from a high school to meet the students
one is assured to encounter youngsters that are at least 10 years old, and at most 16 years
old75. We asked for a specific age group of 11 to 14, and our partners provided a schedule and
a proper room where groups of three students at regular intervals.
1.3 The Interviewees
20 students
-

14 girls, 6 boys;

-

The age balance is almost perfect, with a median of 13 instead of 12.5;

-

All are of French nationality, but also, for the most part, of Algerian nationality. Half of
them were born in Algeria. The others come from families where either their parents or
their grandparents were born in Algeria or in some other Maghreb country.

-

They all belong to the popular class. Although their level of material comfort is mostly
satisfactory, some live in somewhat run down projects on the outskirts of the city, where
flats can be quite overcrowded.

10 teachers
-

3 women, 7 men;

-

Academic disciplines : women : french, maths, arts ; men : french (2), maths, history, arts,
sports (2), librarian;

-

All are professional teachers with CAPES degrees. Their hierarchical statutes are
homogeneous;

-

All are public servants, having worked for the Ministry of Education – in public schools
– for the last 4 to 20 years. The three schools employing them receive teens with an
immigration background. All these teachers are principal teacher for one of their class,
meaning that they act as referents for the other teachers and the head of the school, as
well as for the students from the class.

-

All are French nationals from families where at least one parent or grandparent comes
from immigration. One woman teacher was born in Syria and only recently settled in
Marseille.

73

French priority education – wikipedia.
Since the 1975 « the same high school for all » amendment – new law “High School for All”, René Haby, Minister of Education.
75
In France education is mandatory until the age of sixteen. Repeating – though less and less common – can only happen twice.
This is why we can find students of a very precise age group in these establishments.
74
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8 parents
-

7 women and 1 man;

-

All linked to Maghreb, either directly as Algerian nationals or indirectly, being born in
France to parents themselves born in Maghreb;

-

All have youngsters aged 11 to 14.

The parents interviewed were directly invited by the headmaster. The 7 mothers, mostly Arabic
speaking, are very involved in the academic life of their youngsters, as there are also involved in
the social life of their neighborhood, which makes them indispensable relays for the social
workers in these disadvantaged areas. Mindful of their youngsters digital practices, they
themselves have little experience in that field. Among the teachers, which make for a more
diverse sample, digital practices are generally much more advanced, focusing on informational
uses and pedagogical design and follow up.
Adults are globally concerned with misinformation, especially as it relates to the topic of
migration, which they feel they are closely related to given their personal histories. This is true
both for the parents and the teachers. Regarding their ability to unmask mystifications, they
remain very modest, largely acknowledging their own credulity.
The teenagers on the other hand had difficulties grasping the relevance of the topic discussed.
If a few ended up sharing anecdotes of suffering from discriminations, most of them denied
such discriminations, out of ignorance or from at trivialization effect – for most of them, the
stigmatization by stereotypes is a side effect of purely facetious intents. Ideologically and
politically motivated fake-news are a minor part of their news feeds, and they are related to
apolitical topics : unrealistic physical stunts, inefficient pseudo tips, hilarious pseudo random
situations.
We take the opportunity of this introduction to express our gratitude to all participants. We thank
them for the honesty of their answers. And we conclude with a word of thank for the officials
involved, the headmasters and teachers who opened the doors of their high schools, in a professional
context culturally inclined towards shyness and caution regarding outside requests.
2. STUDENTS’ EXPERIENCE ONLINE
2.1 Students’ access and use of internet
Pupils spend a lot of time on Internet using a plethora of devices whether for school purposes,
family or personal reasons. Smartphones and pads to play games, computers to watch videos
(Raya, 11 yo). Some youngsters, such as Hakima 11 yo, claim to own more than one personal
devices « I own three devices, one laptop computer, one pad and my phone » or Razia 13 yo « me, it’s
80% the smartphone and 20% the pad ». Five siblings count five smartphones, five pads, plus the
common and professional devices of their father who manages a mysterious « Uber company »
(Razia). Only one boy tells us that he shares the computer with his little brother but let him have
it « because sometime he wants to watch cartoons » (Rayan). TVs, PlayStations and computers
are other cited Web access. We can question the representativity of Marseilles households.
However, youngsters report having many computing devices at home, including old families
machines don’t know what to do with them « we have six computers at home plus some broken
ones » (Mohammed, 13 yo). Most of them are mobile devices, readily available for consultation
out of sight in the bedrooms.
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Surfing the Internet seems obvious for the youngsters « I have wifi like everyone » (Razia). Some
of them have a mobile phone deal with Internet and are « connected at all times » like Hakima
(13 yo) « yes, I have Internet access outside with 4G, so I use a lot of things », others wait for
hotspots to be connected, at home, at schools or in the public space « for music and social media
when I’m bored » (Razia). Although some of them envy their mates who have unlimited access,
some others « understand » their parents’ choice and furthermore pay for their own subscription
and set their own boundaries (Myriam, 13 yo « I set up the 4G and then I pay the bill »).
School is one of the few environment still regulating Internet. There mobile phones are
forbidden and may be confiscated for 15 days if caught by teachers. To the students, the
computing pad offered by the county is seen rather as a hindrance to IT access than a
facilitation, given that there’s a limitation to website access, for Rayan « we can’t do nothing
with them [...] there’s no Internet access ». Hakima thinks that it’s a good thing because « we’d
rather stay and chat with our friends than being stuck to a computer denying the right to surf
anywhere and if the phone were allowed we’d be all on the phone ». Nevertheless, they keep their
phone with them, in their pocket or their bag, off or set to « aircraft mode », some of them claim
to do « what they want » such as Reda (15 yo) « at school, if I want to I can use my phone with 4G
». Some students consider that the pedagogical activities they do with online school aren’t « on
the Internet » because they do not represent the same activities they do and take time before
recognizing these activities on line.
For those who don’t have 4G, wifi access becomes a crucial factor for places to spend time at,
some gathering in malls because « we have free wifi » (Metti, 12 yo). Access to Internet is seen
as a discriminant factor and a goal for those who don’t have it, or « not yet » as Myriam says.
Time spent online is huge : the « less connected » say they spend about 3 to 4 hours a day
(Rayan), others say «always», and invest it as the center of their lives, such as Hakima : « as soon
as I have time, even in class, as soon as the teacher is not looking, I check, in fact it’s always always
because without social media we don’t have a life anymore ». Razia answers spontaneously 10
hours a day. When the interviewer shows some astonishment, she argues that she’s thinking of
her true day, not counting class time, so she uses it only in the evening, so it’s actually limited
to five hours a day. A few kids say they use Internet less on the weekend because they go out
with friends or have to take care of their younger brothers or sisters : « if I go to the movie, I
check my phone too, I take pictures etc, otherwise at the pool » (Hakima)
For most of them, access to social media is described as a crucial element of their lives, a way
to « spend time » and trump boredom which is described as a plague (Myriam spends 10 hours a
day on her screen during weekends because she’s bored). Some say they connect as soon as
they leave school : « I go home, I turn on my PlayStation, I’m connected right after school » (Reda).
Internet also fills time on specific events, which would normally be spent socially, among
family or community, but, in a context of social isolation, become empty moments. For Reda,
Ramadan means hours long wakes which he spends on his PlayStation. For others, Internet
allows to stay in touch with their families, such as Joana, 12 years, who says she spends two
hours a day talking with her « family from the bled ».
So we can see the difference between the social and the family life of Reda : « on Wednesday,
Saturday and Sunday night I’m always connected, basically on Saturday I wake up around… I wake
up late because I go to bed late, for example on Friday night I stay connected until 5am and then I
fall asleep until 11am, and then I reconnect until the night, until 5am, so on the morning I still wake
up late, and then I reconnect again, as usual... », and those of Joana : « It depends, sometimes I
sleep with my mother so I don’t use my phone when I’m with her (…) Last weekend I went to see my
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uncle at the parlor, so I didn’t use my phone either. And on Sunday I’m packing my stuff, I rest, I do
my homework, I try not to be on my phone so much ».
They all started to surf very young, by watching animated movies or Youtube videos for kids
(since 3 years old), with pads they start to play games around 4 years old (Razia : « I was less
than 8 years old when we first got a pad at home, I was maybe 4 or 5 »), then a bit later (around 6
or 7 years old) they start to watch personalized videos with whom they identify. Ryan tells how
he got used to Internet : « Around 5 I was on Internet a lot because of songs for youngsters, and
after 5 years old I was doing games and watching animated movies, and when I was 7 I started
to watch players play video games... » The use of social media starts later, around 9/10 years
old with TikTok or Musical.Ly : « It was, yeah, around 11 let’s say » (Hakima), « around 10 » (Ryan),
« around 10-11 » (Myriam), « I can’t remember, it’s been so long... » (Anais, 11 yo).
2.2 Students’ activities and skills
Young people’s willful activities on the Web very much revolve around entertainment. As
previously explained, Internet helps killing time. Lots of them confess to watch a lot of « stupid
videos » : « some ASMR, it’s when you eat and you make some mouth noises and stuff, and mug
pomp, it’s when you eat in front of the camera and you speak at the same time, I watch these food
videos, I watch everything, reality TV, everything » (Razia).
In this context, Internet becomes an horizon, and children’s fictitious identities and projections
become an important part of their daily lives : « I really follow the news about actors and so on so
like that I cannot miss an episode or be without a device » (Hakima). Sam imagine online career,
like Rayan « on my phone I watch videos about how to become a youtuber… I watch videos of
gamers playing… We play some of those games like Clash of clans and Royal clash ». Musicals
YouTube videos are most often cited with anime as the first introductions to Internet : “as early
as 4 years old I was watching YouTube videos and music and I was watching anime in Arabic
and all” (Razia). Then it will be Netflix, series, online games, role-playing, personal interests like
soccer, hairdressing, or pastry recipes, and social media. Once more practices depend on the
ease of Web access, although must interviewed kids to have a family Internet access at home.
Most of the interviewed students play online games. Some play virtual worlds games, where
they connect with other people playing simultaneously. Reda and Joana play Grand Theft Auto
with their PlayStation connected to Internet. Reda explains that he spends a lot of time playing
this video game : « I spend a lot of time and I replay my life in the game, and I spend almost all my
life (…) I have to be there everyday to show I’m here on the server (…) I am obsessed with games,
actually for me my life started with games” (Reda). And even though he considers that it’s already a
kind of work, “actually you are working in the game as in real life, you have to work every day and I
have to play almost every day not to be kicked out of the server ». Later, he would like to become a
professional : « I would like, later, to be like the big YouTubers with big channels » (Reda).
Joana explains she wasn’t allowed to have Grand Theft Auto but finally her uncle offered her
the game on the PlayStation : « he lives with us (…) after he himself takes the Play he says wait and
we do car chase an all (laughter) » .
Habib, Anais and Reda also play Fortnite. Habib explains that he plays maximum 1h a day and
Reda says he’s not as strong with this one as he is with GTA, but he likes it. Rayan plays with all
of his friends to Roblocks, because it’s trendy, « youtubers talk about it ». They each connect
witch their phones after school and stay on until 6pm to 8pm. Yet recently he couldn’t play
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because his phone was broken. Myriam claims that she plays games when she’s bored but not
virtual games.
Social medias are mostly used to stay in touch with classmates « to talk with my buddies » (Reda)
or a group of friends, and to maintain the social sphere while everybody gets back home. Every
interviewed student had social media accounts, the most popular being Snapchat, Instagram,
YouTube and TikTok : « I have a YouTube channel and when I make PlayStation videos, I make live
streams (…) I have to do lives, I also watch live movies » (Reda). Joana uses TikTok a lot : « we make
videos, it’s like a karaoke, but with videos and better transitions, so we can make ourselves known (…)
half the high school are using this app and with vary with several social media, we make ads on
Twitter and Instagram and so on, and it brings us a lot of likes and subscriptions, and also fans, it all
goes up you just need time and also you need to do things properly ». Anais uses the same app but
« I go on TikTok but I don’t make TikTok. I have an account to watch what others do ». Then a lot of
them use Whatsapp to communicate: « Whatsapp a lot, phone calls and stuff, I make them
everyday ». (Razia). Metti explains that he uses Whatsapp mostly to talk with his sister that lives
far away.
Generally, every student has a lot of added contacts or followers. Ryan explains that he has 250
contacts on Snapchat: family, friends, but also english people that he doesn't know. Habib
claims to have 356 contacts on Facebook and 86 on Snapchat, he doesn't know them all either.
Some of the students know all their contacts on social media. For example, Habib explains that
on Snapchat he has 86 friends and that « I know them all because they're all from the
neighborhood ». Joanna tells that even on Snapchat she used to have a lot of contacts she didn't
know, but she changed her policy: « I don't add people I don't know (…) but I think I have 80 or
70 ». Myriam also sorted her contacts, now she has about 200 contacts on Snapchat and she
knows them all.
The safety first viewpoint has been heard but the actions undertaken to fulfill it seem
sometimes quite abstract. Many children say they are protecting themselves, and they all
mention passwords, like Joana: « regarding hacking yes, when it’s family related I am extra careful
and I don’t give my password to anyone ». Ryan says: « there are passwords for everything, pad,
computer, everything ». Still the protection offered by passwords is often considered as theft
related more than preventing interference from Internet sources. « Passwords, I think everybody
uses them, because of the thefts, we don’t want people looking at our messages, or who we send
them to, so I have them, and even to go on social media, you need to enter a password » (Hakima).
So, they tend to feel safe with pay TV subscriptions (Hakima) and to mistrust some apps they
think unsecure (FaceBook, Safari, Firefox). Reda explains he « disconnect from is networks to go to
streaming sites, and connects again once he closed these sites » for fear of catching viruses, or
being traced or tracked through his email addresses and social media accounts.
Uses of apps depends on which programs are already installed on the youngsters phones. As
Hakima says: « about the browser, I use Safari because it's the only one available on my devices, so
if I want to search about something I just look at it ». Others are familiar with apps they already
know because their parents or friends already use them, but they don't have a personal account.
The way to handle insults or hurtful experiences differs according to the youngsters. Some
never talk about it, some take care of it with friends, such as Metti who says « we meet up and
we talk » with friends from school when troubles come. Except from that, blocking a person
seems to be a widespread way to handle problems.
Learning Internet happened in the family or friendly sphere, notably with older brothers and
sisters, or even parents (Razia, Metti, Myriam) but also uncles and aunts. Some claim they learn
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by themselves, such as Hakima : « I learned how to use Internet by myself, I learned how to create
my own email address, fake accounts, do everything, Internet and me we are one.. » . Most of them
agree that they didn't learn that much at school, claiming that they are better than the older
ones. « Of course I can always learn stuff I don't know, but I'm still really good at it ». Social media
are an area where youngsters often learn with their peers, and except for Hakima's parents (they
are comfortable with it »), other parents are suspicious. Some students are even making fun of
their parents, like Myriam : « Snap they don't know how to use it, they don't even know what Insta
is (laughter). » or Metti : « there is a lot of things, for example record a fingerprint they don't know
how to do that... ».
They don't talk that much about use of Internet at school, and quickly the conversation goes out
of topic, like with Ryan: « when we have Internet we do searches, translations, we learn stuff. I look
at videos and escape news and stuff ». Others are glad they received a pad from the County, that
allows them to play at home « they gave us pads till the end of high school. We keep them »
(Metti). At school « teachers give us a page, sometimes we have to write down the text, sometimes
we have exercises, it depends... » (Metti). Internet is used in « almost every class » (Ryan), for
searches as well as to replace manuals. Sometimes teachers « show us websites to learn. I like
that. ». Sometimes they surf using the computers in the computer room: « it’s more like during
class with the teacher and we can use it we go to the site it tells us » (Hakima). But every student
confesses « as soon as the teacher turns his back, we go on other websites, everybody does that ».
2.3 Mediation by adults
Several levels of regulation and mediation with Internet are set up by families, ranging from self
regulation following instructions form the parents (Hakima) to strictly forbidding access to
social media, though the teen in this case states she does anyway. Youngsters confess that, with
wifi, it's often hard for their parents to make them obey rules, if they set some. When they go to
their rooms with their pads, cellphones, or laptop, nobody can really check what they are doing.
Ryan claims to have « little control from the parents (…) I go straight to do my homework, so after I
can watch videos and so on, and I don't waste time ».
Some parents forbid the use of certain types of websites or app, such as social medias (Anais's
parents for example : « I can't use Facebook, Instagram, etc.. because I'm too young »), and check
their kids online activities by regularly watching their phones : « sometimes, well, she looks at my
phone, but... » (Reda). The threat at stake is confiscating the phone, which can cause stress
among the youths, such as Joana who claims to have no specific rules to follow but a censorship
from her uncle and brother : « for now it's OK, but I know that if I go wrong in class my uncle and
my brother are gonna take it [my phone] and I know they won't give it back to me ».
Others have set up indirect strategies to keep an eye on their kids activities, like Joana’s mother,
whom, instead of forbidding the access to some sites, created herself pages she then self she
don’t want anymore so she “gives” them to her daughter ; like that she can still access these
pages and check what’s going on . « My mum opened a Snapchat account and she didn't want it
anymore, and since I knew how to use it I took it and it became my account ». Ryan goes on his
mother's Snapchat account, his sister's Instagram, and find himself under the scrutiny of his
step-sister, his brother and his mother “who see me”. In the same way, Hakima's mother opened
a Tik Tok account « to see me, to see what I post etc.. So she is proud of me. It also depends,
because she also has her word to say about videos I post... But in general she agrees and my father
too ».
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Finally, some parents gave up on regulation, such as Myriam's or Reda's parents, either because
they trust their children « she knows that I don't go like anywhere, like, she let me » (Reda), or
because they don't trust the authority of their own words on their children and they stop giving
them advice or feeling sorry about what is going to happen to them “if they don’t give up”, like
Metti’s mother : « When I go home, my mother says, hu you don’t stay on it too long cause it might
hurt you! » (Metti).
The school's context is quite different and, interviewed about adult's mediation, students only
answer in terms of coercion, criticizing both the prohibition on cellphones and the poor quality
of the pads and PCs provided by the teaching body. The only space where youngsters can surf
on their phones freely is during their «study» times (hours of autonomous work under assistant
teachers supervising), there cellphones are forbidden « but there are some students who take out
their phones on study, and play with them, so in the back rows, without getting caught... by the… the
assistants, yes you see » (Reda). So there is recurring criticism of the ban on a free access to
social media and Youtube (Rayan, hakima, Metti, Rémi) while at the same time one student
(Anaïs) is grateful for the access the school offers her to Youtube, when it forbidden at her
home..
2.4 Subjective harm
Interviewed students tell that in general they like to be online, and the misfortunes that one or
another may have encountered are seen as inconsequential drawbacks.
Some limits fixed by adults are acknowledged as somewhat positive, so that young people who
spend a lot of time “glued to their phones” are glad of the prohibition at school, « because at
least that’s four hours in the morning and four hours in the afternoon without the phone, so it
diminishes, kind of, how we’re addicted to the phone » (Hakima). She adds that she doesn't find
Internet that harmful, on the contrary : « I find that entertaining and interesting, after of course, I
prefer online life than classes, so there’s that ». However she admits that if adults are rambling
that « electronic devices are hurting our brains », they are right.
Among the disturbing facts, they are recurrent cases of young high schoolers being exposed to
pornographic images or content. It often happens through people talking to them on social
media under a false identity and starting sending « dirty stuff » (Razia) « a commercial, it sent me
a commercial for bizarre stuff (…) online dating (…) pornography » (Habib, 12 yo). According to
Hakima, it « happens a lot, it really disgusted me ». They find themselves helpless without being
able to tell their parents or knowing what to do...
These images may appear in an unexpected fashion as automatic ads or pop-ups when the
children are visiting streaming websites : « they sent me ‘nude’ ads »(Reda, 15 yo). He complains
that, if it doesn’t bother him, it’s trouble when his mother checks his account...He then admit
having cheated a younger kid by stealing his password so he could steal some of his virtual
money by hacking his social media, and now he is afraid the same will happen to him. He draws
the conclusion : « one should be careful of people you don’t know that say, for example, ‘give me
your password and I’ll give you...». (Réda, 15 ans).
Myriam confesses of being embarrassed by messages with superstitious content. She already
found herself transferring messages she didn't want because they said « share this with 20
people or you will die ». For her it was « horrible ! ». Sometimes she relays them and sometimes
she « deletes » them. Worse, Habib tells us the story of a « colleague » harassed by other
neighborhood youngsters, there was both physical violence : «there were several of them and
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they hit him » (Habib) and online persecution. The youth had finally complained to the police,
who couldn’t improve the situation, so he had to leave the neighborhood...
For balance, Hakima mentions a warming and inclusive side of Internet, she says she already
met people on Tik Tok who « post they want to commit suicide and take pills to kill themselves or
jump of whatever », and for her it's a positive side of Internet that it can privately connect people
so they’ll be encouraged to go on living. For her « Internet and smartphones really saved a few
lives ».
Also, there is the dark and hard to define dimension called the Darknet, which Reda (who think
of himself as an Internet ‘pro’) defines as : « a website where people buy stuff, for example crimes
against people (...) there are dangerous and criminal things (…) you can buy coke, babies, crazy stuff,
drugs etc.. everything, EVERYTHING ! And... when you look at tutorials on Youtube they call it ‘the
world hidden from the world, you see, the world, hidden-from-the-world ?! And that, I prefer to look
other people that look at what’s in there, I prefer not to go see what’s in there, I prefer not to
because… you heard ? Like if you stay too long on this site the cops can localize you and then they
come and ask why, and all that, because that site is very dangerous...».
2.5 Students and stereotypes, prejudice and discrimination on third country nationals
It’s important to note that the area in which the students have been chosen for the interviews is
not representative of all of France, not even necessarily of Marseille. The selected schools are
located in popular class neighborhoods which are also neighborhoods for migrants, where a
large majority of children were themselves born abroad or born from parents born abroad.
Furthermore, or maybe because of that, it is to be noted but there is in France a strong social
discrimination regarding geographical areas called « banlieues », literally places for banishment,
where the majority of the cultural, ethnic or religious minorities are found. This discrimination is
strongly felt outside the local context of these « banlieues », but all interviewees live inside and
can’t bear witness of the discriminations there would be subject to if they went to « whiter » or
richer neighborhoods. The youngsters are aware of that fact and it transpires in their
testimonies76, notably when they say they don’t witness racist or xenophobic discriminations,
but mention racist and xenophobic insults (« dirty black », « dirty Arab ») as pertaining to
inconsequential games among friends. We may want to question these re-appropriation
strategies of racist violence through derision, as well as the consequences (often left
unmentioned in the interviews but glaringly obvious in daily life) of the constant discrimination
and belittling directed at the populations of « post-colonial » background.
Thus, we are not confronted to any hostile talk about migration we could very easily encounter
in other neighborhoods, towns or villages. Students remain quite understanding in their views,
like Razia who says « yes, they’re right, if you don’t wanna die, you’d better beat it ». She even
nuances the questions of her interviewer, refining the questions she finds clumsy (« the migrants
come from countries at war, and they are not French ») : « See, I wasn’t a victim of crime et I didn’t
flee my country. My mother came to France, and I was very young and I came with her. That’s all »,
(Razia).
The youth endorse outsiderness as a strength, a source of solidarity and a common pillar to
avoid the pitfalls of racism, and even defend themselves if they are racially harassed. Hakima
relates « me, I’m French and on one side Algerian, if I see a person insulting another ‘you’re a dirty
76

Hakima expresses it this way : “we, we are half abroad, we can put it like that, we have real foreigners, like this year we had
Albanese, one Pakistani but who was born in Dubaï (…) and actually we’re under the impression it’s really a foreign High School
because they are all kind of nationalities, and origins are mixed here...”
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Arab, what are you doing here ?’ I will get in [the conflict] ». She adds she once was called « dirty
Arab » by someone of the same origin. For her, it proves « it’s all nonsense ».
There’s still this idea that people racially discriminated can’t be racists themselves. Myriam says
« blacks don’t make fun of blacks ». This certainty defuses any racist insult heard or even
proffered by the youths, like the recurring one of « blédard ». Razia says she has called people
that name, and has also been called that. She says there is a negative connotation, but at the
same time « for me, the bled, it’s the Maghreb, that’s all ».
Nevertheless, some are disturbed by the fake news pictures they are shown : « yes it’s true,
Romani kidnap children » (Habib). Razia acknowledges that « [her] buddies they say Romani stink
or I don’t know what, and they live in caravans ». Which leads us back to the undertone of anti
Romani racism so present in France, fed by harassment policies and an unrelenting destruction
of their lodgings and of any attempt at settlement and integration, reducing people to misery
and roaming, forbidding the schooling of the children and making it impossible for them to
keep a steady job. Unfortunately, there are not only these City Hall directed destroying of
settlements, but also criminal fires with several casualties in recent years in Marseille.
Here we find in the children’s opinions a reflection of the sclerosis of French thinking about
race and racism: establishing a taboo and pretending the problem doesn’t exist allows the
status quo of « Liberty, equality, fraternity » to deepen inequalities by covering them up with
such a silence that you can’t even express them.
2.6 Discrimination online and offline
For most of the youngsters, the difference between stereotype and prejudice is not clear. Some
would classify thoughts about Romani (« they stink », « they steal infants ») as stereotypes, while
views regarding clothing style (brands, expensive or not) or behaviors (several young girls were
reviled as « whores » for their behavior or their clothing) would be classified as prejudice. But
the distinction is not at all precise. If many initially say they are not aware of discriminations
online or at school, they eventually have many stories to tell of discriminations, either at school
or online.
Girls note many instances of sexual or sexist harassment, in their daily lives, at school, in their
neighborhood. Hakima (13 yo) was branded a whore : « I dress classy, but don’t really show much
(…) people were coming to me, saying ‘yes, but you are a whore’ ». It also happens on Internet,
where they receive messages with salacious comments and even pornographic visuals.
The way they deal with this kind of talk is not the same in real life and on the web. Hakima
defines herself as a « violent » who learned from an early age to defend herself, so she can look
her adversaries in the eye saying « yeah, like it’s a bad thing ! Why are you meddling anyways ?
You first go and have a look at yourself in the mirror before you talk about other people ». She can
argue that in any case « it didn’t really get at me because it’s my body. I do what I want. The way
people look at me, I don’t care. I do it for myself ». But it’s different on screen, where insults can be
thrown back and forth without the face to face confrontation that could unsettle the intruder.
For this young girl regularly questioned in her role as a future woman, sexist harassment
prevails on racist harassment in her high school. « About skin colors, no there isn’t any
[discrimination] here. In this high school, we’re all really normal.»
Apart from sexual or sexist harassment, the youngsters state that most aggressions or
humiliations revolve around physical appearance or clothing and are played inside limited
circles of acquaintances (Mohammed, Myriam), though they sometimes overflow to the outside
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world through Internet. Pictures of a young girl from Mohammed’s high school were posted on
snapchat, calling her ‘Chewbaka’ (the hairy monster from the Star Wars movies). Other stories
are about clothing, about being ‘classy’ and the family’s means to buy showy ‘bling-bling’ brands
(Hakima) or counterfeited ones (‘fakes’).
But these « comments » about clothing may easily veer to racism. The very teen that said he’d
been « badly hurt » and « ashamed » when in summer camp a girl « he kind of liked, and she also
[liked him] » said they couldn’t go out together ‘because my father doesn’t like Arabs’ (Reda, 15
yo), says he « jokes » with a friend, « she is black, and when we joke with her, we say (he takes on a
high pitched voice) : ‘Hey, dirty black one, buzz off !’, ‘Hey, you’re black ! Hey ! buzz off !’, ‘I don’t like
blacks !’...»
Joana, a young girl of Algerian origin, from atop her 12 years of age and her childhood in
Algeria, expresses a kind of fatigue : « if I heard racist prejudices, I can tell honestly, people they
aren’t ashamed of putting that, they aren’t ashamed ». Razia, also of Algerian origin, also attests of
an over frequent contact with insulting views on her country of origin or her religious
community. Razia says she « re-insults » because she « rapidly feel[s] offended » : « I take it all
badly, actually », but if the person insists in a real life exchange, she says she « let[s] it go’ : ‘he
doesn’t get it, he’s [brain] tired...» Those two teenagers tell of difficult childhoods where they had
to develop combative attitudes from very early on. Joana described herself as ‘mean’ : « I was so
mean I was the one doing that (…) I had so many troubles in elementary school’. But she
differentiates that attitude from aggressiveness. It wasn’t a gratuitous or discriminative violence. She
says she never ‘sorted people’ : ‘I was beating people up because they were picking on me».
Finally, many of these youths have families spanning both side of the Mediterranean Sea, and
they are no strangers to the administrative hardships of legally entering and staying in a
country. In this context, again in a particular way, the insults of « clando » (clandestine) or «
blédard » (from the Bled, a derogatory name for Maghreb countries) either can be used to hurt or
can be played with ironically. The problem is that, on the spot, it’s ok, people laugh, but
afterwards… « it hurt me badly, and after, when I got back home, it hurt me » (Reda).
The defense mechanisms will be different for different personalities: replying in kind by reinsulting the person that hurt you, being pedagogical in explaining why this shouldn’t be done,
signaling to the police. For Reda, there are several steps : « For one, I go and talk to him, why did
he do that ? I tell him to stop (…) Me, I think, actually, they’ve got nothing to do with their lives… in
such a case, I tell him to stop. If he don’t wanna stop, I’ll call the police, and I’ll tell them “look, there
he’s harassing and all”, and the police, they have higher machines [better computers] than us and
they can localize. And after it’s with the police, after, it’s nothing about me...» Many young students
state the importance of talking to third persons, and who that will be depends on their trust
network. Nobody cited the teachers or other school officials ; it’s going to be close friends
(Metti, Anaïs), possibly older brothers or sisters, or their parents (although none of the teens
cited actual discriminations they reported to their parents). Some would rather not tell the
parents for fear of being restricted, like Hakima : « I don’t talk about it to my parents, otherwise
they will forbid me to go on social media’. The first actions taken are to block the person, to report
what happened to website moderators, to threaten the person to ‘make him bad publicity ». One
young said he’d never dare speak about it to anyone...
2.7 Sources of information and fake news
Most of the youths say they do very little research, either because they’re not interested or
because they’ve been told not to trust Internet search engines : Razia internalized the
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information that Google and Safari weren’t reliable, and like many other kids, she now only gets
her informations from Snapchat or Youtube… Among the youths interviewed, one says she
subscribed to the digital edition of a local newspaper (La Provence – locally acknowledged as
rather mediocre) which sends her notifications when there are news, another says she regularly
watches a national network of even poorer quality (BFMTV) « because it’s really the network, so in
the morning I check on the fly to see if there’s anything (…) and I check again like two minutes in the
afternoon, in the evening they really drop the news so I also watch it a bit in the evening »(Hakima)
or she goes to a website devoted to series and reality TV (Melty) : « Me, the reliables sources, for
me, it’s Melty » (Hakima). The idea of news is mostly understood as attention to ‘people’ and
stars, rather than information about political topics. Hakima says : « Otherwise, I follow the news
about the really famous people, the stars, so I was once even answered by a reality TV candidate, so
from Marseille, I even truly saw them, like that, and I saw Magalie who has a company that runs
castings to send to some TV sets, and it was in Paris also ».
No high schooler mentioned reading books or newspapers. Reda explains that he reads what
other users write on Snapchat and otherwise he likes to watch explanatory videos on Youtube :
« I don’t read them, when I fall asleep, I lessen. I watch them almost every day ». The perception of
theses kids on which websites are not reliable is diverse. When asked how much they trust
information sources on the Web, the majority say that, on a scale of 10, their trust is between 5
and 7. Only Metti gives a much lower figure, going for a 25% credibility rating. They affirm that
these unreliable websites are negative components of the Web : « it’s not good, because then
people they’re gonna believe it’s the truth and they’re gonna click on the video, but then actually it’s
going to lead them nowhere because it’s fake. So, it’s all mythomania » (Anaïs).
They thus all say they know the concept of fake news, and all came in touch with this kind of
information while surfing the Web. Some assert they can distinguish between true information
and fake news : « Someone will say Kim Kardashian had a law degree, that I will think it is totally
false, Kim Kardashian she’s there on an esthetic level that is, I won’t judge her but, like that, but then
it also depends on the image you have of the person. So you can make a direct link » (Joana).
And they explain their tricks to recognize these fake news. Habib says he sees many Youtube
videos that are fake news or video montage. He checks by watching other Youtube videos
commenting the initial one. Joana explains that she has the phone numbers of two journalists
(France 3 and BFMTV) and that in need, « I call them to be really certain that it’s true on something
really interesting ». She also stresses that on social media she has a responsibility towards her
followers : « I’m not gone give an information that’s false, me I don’t do bad publicity or false
publicity, I’m really in the good, the true (Joana) ». Metti says when is not sure about some
information, he checks other websites to compare. Rayan speaks of France 4 show named
Escape News : « it shows sometimes there are false informations and you mustn’t believe them ».
Reda explains his French teacher taught them how to recognize false informations : « actually,
every day she would write some information on the blackboard and we had card labeled “fake” or
something else… “true” (…) when you read, you had to look up… like the date, you had to check the
site (…) if it’s a true site, the small lock and you had to check (…) the information »(Reda). He still
admits he doesn’t always pay attention. Myriam says she never checks the sources to be sure
that informations are not fake news.
Although they say they know how to recognize fake news, the majority weren’t able to spot
them when they were presented with examples of informations about racist and xenophobic
views without any specific warming. The majority thought the news were true, and they reacted
to these news, even though some noted their racist edge. It is worth noting that the older one
(14-15 yo) did spot some of the fake news while the younger ones (11-13 yo) thought they were
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all certainly true. When they are shown that the news are actually fakes, the majority find it
unfair, and they don’t understand the bad faith of the persons that created these fake news.
Anaïs thinks that « those who say that, they are racists. Because they don’t truly know how they are.
They judge them without even knowing their character or whatever ». Joana also identifies these
views as racism : « I find it really disgusting and racism is useless, it’s a waste of time, because
nothing will change, we’re not going to send them back to their country, we’re not going to execute
them (…) and even the French, they have black children, I find it truly disgusting that they criticize ».
In some cases, the high schoolers refuse to believe that the news shown are false, because in
their own experience, the news is true. Confronted to a news warning people of Romani who
kidnap children, Joana believes it’s not a fake : « there is something really, because there is also for
the high school, there is a white van that’s been around for two years, it drives around the school
every morning around eight, we posted pictures and so on, we didn’t tell any adult in the school but
we told our parents, and the police came to investigate, so they think it’s really not sure them, but in
the area, yes, and where I live, up there, uh there was two kidnappings and there is human trafficking
and drug dealing and so on, so it’s really like that’s it ».
Therefore, when the question is asked of the role of school in preventing online misinformation,
the majority agree the school doesn’t do enough : « No… actually they do a little, but not much (…)
last time we had an intervention on discrimination and racism and all, but it was just once. We had
that once and then we didn’t talk about it any more » (Anaïs). Reda recalls he learned to use the
Web on his own, and that at school he never heard of discrimination or online misinformation.
Joana is the only one citing cases about the treatment of false informations during a course : «
Fake news, we only talk about it in history and geography, and in technology, in technology indeed
we are pretty well since we have a very good teacher, and in history and geography they warn us
about sources, but they don’t truly teach us how to check them very precisely » . For Mohammed, if
the school wants to start to do something against discrimination, it can first stop to go along
with it, since for him, school is also part of the problem because the administration « they are
racists ». The school is a catholic school and Mohammed is certain that « they don’t like muslims
too much...».
3. THE INTERNET USES OF YOUNG PEOPLE PERCEIVED BY ADULTS, TEACHERS AND PARENTS
3.1 Teachers’ perceptions and views on students’ experiences on line
Asked about the online practices of their students, the teachers respond unanimously on the
primacy of use of social networks that serve as an « extension of speech, discussion, chatter »
(Elie, documentalist) rather than a space for learning or a source of information outside their
group of friends. Camille explains « I think they go online, to use applications, to communicate
with each other. Snapchat, I'm sure! ... Then I know that I have students who make videos, music,
clips, so on Youtube, but it's really serious stuff (...) by Snapchat, they send messages ... I think it's
just that (...) first Snapchat, later the rest, Facebook and Youtube, and TikTok » (Camille). The
opinion of Thomas is not far: « So the youth I know they exchange videos, photos, (...) messages,
they communicate a lot like that, so already there is that, I think on the top of that there is the
question, then according to the age, because the sixth grade perhaps not, perhaps more the ninth
grade, the relationship to information » (Thomas).
There is a certain admiration for the computing abilities of young people and the multiplicity of
applications they use, as Camille says « it's really serious stuff », and if everyone agrees that their
students « spend their life » on social networks, the views points on respect of user regulation’s
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differ ; so if some are assured that their students do not use Facebook « because initially, I
believe we are supposed to be adults, I think, well... no? » (Camille) others are just as sure they do,
because regulations in a virtual world, remain virtual and declarative ...
Teachers generally admit that they do not know exactly what their students do on the internet,
since this is not a topic of discussion, so Camille « so these are assumptions, because I've never
checked their phones, but I think, I think that they communicate with each other, simply ... through
the Internet » or Lilian « my perception, since obviously I do not know concretely what they do (...)
from what I understood, they use social networks enormously (...) they use it a lot, it's going to be
their means of communication that they will use even to post videos, to get messages (...) with also
all the drifts that it can generate » (Camille). Among the "drifts" mentioned by Lilian, many
emphasize the entrism of students and the lack of curiosity towards what is foreign to them, so
Elodie says that « they are always on Snapchat, that I know because they tell me all the time ... uh
... I think they do not do much research, they will not read much the news, according to what they
tell me, so it's mainly for social networks ». For Elie, the Internet is more for interpersonal
communication on a very small scale, very local « as an extension of chatter » or « an extension of
the word of the discussion ». Lilian has the impression internet is mainly use by her students for
entertainment or to communicate, little to learn: « So obviously that's logical, at their age I will
not go to Le Monde ». On the other hand, he considers that they are very badly equipped to do
research autonomously and efficiently: « Even to search for simple information in relation to their
interests, I have the impression that they do not know how to use search engines either Google or
any other ( ...) When I ask them to do research on the internet, I can see they are not used to do so ».
(Lilian).
For some teachers, the difference between the uses they may have of the Internet and those of
their students are crystallized around the ability to limit themselves and reason on practices.
For Camille, while adults would be able to « stop, we know how to moderate ... », teens « I think
there may be violence in their words, things like that ». She perceives moderation « at a language
level but also regarding time spent. I think that they are led to say words (...) that they should not
say to each other, things like that, I think it's possible. And I believe that they do not know how to
stop » (Camille). For others, the difference is a question of age and maturity « I think we do not
have the same use at all, before I was also a student, and that's when the internet was in full growth,
it was really the social networks, we were talking to each other, whereas now I'm going to spend
more time doing research, rather than talking, or seeing the photos of so-and-so, or so-and-so. I
think that's the big difference » (Elodie).
3.2 Teachers and mediation
The willingness of institutions to restrict the Internet to educational uses through the
prohibition of telephones under penalty of lasting confiscation: « [The rule] is simple and it's the
same for everyone: no phone in college! So they do not have the right, even check the time, they do
not have the right » (Camille). But « of course, it happens that I see one, it would be too good to say
that it was banned and they applied it. Sometimes, it can happen that a student has forgotten, and
that it rings. At that moment he turns it off, and that's it ... You never need to remember the rule..
They know it because in all the college, it is forbidden, in all the classrooms. This is not a rule to be
argued with » (Camille).
For other teachers it is a prohibition of use and not of the object in itself, so Lilian has already
confiscated phones: « when a student plays and consults regularly his phone, I take it » while
allowing a student who has forgotten his tablet to use his phone « to search for information (...)
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students understand, they are not stupid » (Lilian). If these rules are clear, it remains very difficult
to ensure their respect: « we are really restrained. They can connect with their tablet, and we will
say that ... a lot of sites are blocked. No I have not really established a rule. I tell them to be carefull,
personally at my level, I do not have time to give them a complete course regarding uses’ rules,
things like that ... » (Elodie). Some teachers « communicate a directive that is much stricter » but
the instruction remains « that a phone should not be seen in the hand of a child in the institution
otherwise it is confiscated, kept for a specified period and returned to the parents only by the school
head » (Elie).
The Internet is a resource increasingly used by national education. The Academy of AixMarseille is part of a pilot project of "digital plan for education" which, according to the
declarative of the program aims to « develop innovative learning methods to promote academic
success and develop the autonomy; to develop responsible and autonomous citizens in the digital
era; prepare students for the digital jobs of tomorrow77 ». The programs have been modified to
privilege a place to computers in all subjects, and a vast teacher training program (costing 24
million euros) has been set up in 2016. On the Academy website , again we can read « in the
academy of Aix-Marseille, these trainings concern the handling of new tools but especially the
responsible uses of digital and digital culture78 ». The « discovery of new tools » is ensured by the
distribution of tablets to college students: « the tablets are connected to the college Wi-Fi, so we
are entice to use [them] in class, and they just have to click on internet to get access to internet, for
example they go on Firefox to do research. When I use the tablets, they are forbidden to go on the
internet, they only do what we ask: we are on the website or on the app, the software needed, but
nothing else ... » (Camille) But teachers feel helpless when it comes to mediating with their
students and managing classrooms when everyone is distracted by his/her own screen.
As part of this digital education development program, a set of pedagogical applications are
promoted, these are the T.I.C.E. (Information and Communication Technologies dedicated to
Education). It is Thomas, math’s professor specializing in didactics who speaks it about it first,
and says using it a lot « all my classes begin with an exercise that is video-projected, that students
do at work, that they have to to do, and (...) at the end of the 5 minutes, I take a copy of a student, I
take my camera and I screen the work of a student and the other students must make the correction,
provide critics , sorry, of what they saw » (Thomas). But he remains critical of the way in which
these ICTs transform teaching, and says to use them less « the whole bunch of applications that
come out » because there is a tendency to jump on the digital tool without thinking, while for
him it is more a question of trying to encourage them to see when it is relevant to use it and
when it is not. Beyond the immediate issues of education, he sees a society in transformation
and is very cautious about what he can influence behaviors to his students, he calls his «
citizens in training ». Thus, he expresses concern about the "reverse course" type of practice,
which consists of posting a video of the course that students are privately viewing and then
conducting classroom exercises. For him, this idea is dangerous not only for the questioning of
the profession of being a teacher, but also that it implies a relation to unhealthy knowledge: « I
tell you the properties and the definitions from where they come from, I tell you the theorems from
which they come, why, I do not know, we do not know, we tell you about it because I'm the math
teacher, because I'm the knowledge, which problem they resolve, we don’t know, and that's it, and
afterwards you stupidly apply what I ask you to apply » (Thomas). Finally, this implies a disturbing
rapport to mathematics but also to the image of the citizen in training that represented for him
by the students. On the contrary, it would advocate a distanced look at the computer tool, less
77

Site de l’Académie d’Aix-Marseille, consulted the 4/06/2019 (http://www.ac-aix-marseille.fr/cid80196/le-plan-numerique-poureducation.html)
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Idem
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in a deification of the tool and the media and more focussed to the content carried out to avoid
a step back in the quality and methods of teaching: « that is to say that we must pay attention to
how to integrate intelligently and not finally I do it. I integrate the TICE, it's great they see videos,
and at the end the impact it has on the students, it is finally similar as like we did 50 years ago »
(Thomas).
For Elie a methodological problem persists in that the basic tools are taken for granted, which
widens the inequalities between students. He finds himself doing informatics education
informally since the documentation center « is the only place where they can access these tools in
a simple way » intervening to support them in the realization of a text, the using of a software
or editing a slideshow. Elodie (French language) adds that she also loses a lot of time trying to
homogenize a very disparate level « already ‘ save as' can be complicated, not losing the
document, or even converting it to PDF and then filing it on the college platform, therefore searching
on their homepage, where it was necessary to file the file, look for it in their desktop to store it ...»
(Elodie).
Mediation is necessary « because there are some who do not realize and do really whatever »
(Elodie) but many agree that it is a « too personal » task that is primarily assigned to parents. «
Check, look, go for a little snooping, go on the history, to inquire, even if it's true that history is part
of the intimacy of someone, but I think when it comes to children, it's really important to supervise ...
» (Elodie). The role in which the teachers see themselves most is that of « insufflating, we can
explain them, show them, offer them sessions in class, here and there, show the dangers » (Elodie).
A role more like a « relay » would be what Lilian would like, who says he feels « free enough » to
set up devices if only he knew what to do ... In any case, mediation appears as a provision «
Indispensable because there can be excesses with the internet ... someone spreads a false
information, another shares it, then another one and it goes fast and far, you know, or regarding
harassment, I think they do not are not aware of the potential danger ... » (Camille). Finally,
Thomas, the eternal didactician would speak more willingly of remediation than mediation
since the students are almost all already keen of the Internet, it is rather trying to reshape the
relationship between the students and their internet practices : « an example [of] remediation, is
a student who does not pay attention to the use of his/her personal data and therefore the teacher
or the parent will remedy by saying "be aware to how you will use your own data, what will you
provide or publish "...» (Thomas).
3.3. Teachers’ view on what’s harmful for students
Teachers talk about many of the harmful aspects associated with teenagers uses of the internet.
Camille talks about the fact that students can not defend themselves from the « hooks » of the
Internet because of the constant bombardment of information: « for example, something rather
simple, after one went on a brand website or something like that, the next time we turn on our
phone, we receive advertising of this brand, and by chance that's what we liked, so in fact, finally, I
think that everything is designed to spend time on the internet ...» (Camille).
Thus she is concerned that the Internet is addictive and students waste their time: « To me, the
time spent, is the biggest risk » (Camille). For Thomas the addiction is also a danger: « it is rather
complicated because I find that the Internet is very dangerous in terms of drugs, how to say (...) It is
very addictive ». Among the risks presented by this addiction, that of isolation « one can very
quickly not leave home anymore, which breaks the social link » (Thomas) and the difficulty of
creating non-computer based social relations. For Camille, another important harmful aspect to
consider is the sites that students visit « because sometimes there may be things or pictures that a
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child should not see » (Camille). Elodie agrees with this, and she raises the issue of terrorist
attacks videos circulating on social networks as an example of early and unexplained exposure
to violence: « What bothered me too, it is that here there are also a lot of students who said they
saw the video of the mosque killing in New Zealand. Even the sixth form youngest, and it deeply
shocked me ». (Elodie)
If she is personally shocked, she also fears for the psychological well-being of young people
who may be exposed to extreme forms of violence without receiving the support that would
allow them to understand it. Camille also speaks about the distorting risk of reality and losing
the ability to distinguish between the real world and the virtual world. She believes that this
danger is caused by the bad influences: « They look at some American celebrities, or who either, it
doesn’t matter, they see their lifestyle, the way they dress, the way they show themselves, they think
to themselves that it's normal to be like that, when it's not at all, well, it's not something that's in
reality ». (Camille).
Elodie explains that students do not have enough perspective and often they can not
differentiate the true from the false, even if she adds that « in spite of everything, it is also
culture ». According to Lilian, the risk of manipulation is related to opinion lobbies, which can
easily create an opinion through social networks. He explains that we are very exposed because
these lobbies have access to databases and after they launch content to influence people’s
opinion. Thomas develops the idea that in general everyone is exposed to distorted ideas of the
world, he fears the fact that social networks and other sites on the Internet promote entryism
while pretending that it is of opening. He set an example: « I had seen a study even, concerning
the dating (...) we see on the dating sites what they put upfront [is] the difference, people who are
very different can meet while in the everyday life they would never meet (...) and in fact what has
been proved is that what favors dating sites is endogamy (...) never society has been so ossified (...)
we have never married so much between people of similar background » (Thomas). He thinks that
the vision of children can become narrow because of this entrism and that it can have
consequences for the future. Camille adds that in her opinion, no child should be alone in front
of a screen (computer, laptop, television, ...), because this is very dangerous. She justifies it
afterwards: « Because we can not control what they watch, and the time they spend. Because for me,
spending too much time is like brainwashing »(Camille). She cites the example of one of her
students who had academic difficulties but applied herself until she began to change,
influenced by so-called ‘reality TV’ programs. For this teacher, these shows had had a
transformative effect on her fragile student who « had changed, she came to class with a
nonchalant attitude, a little casual, things like that, she had really changed, and even in her way to
dress, we were several teachers to have noticed ... » (Camille). She recounts this incident. Several
teachers told her father during a class council who admitted that he had himself noticed the
transformation since his daughter had the television in her bedroom « and following this
interview, I do not know if her father acted, but she's (...) became a 12-year-old again, with concerns
from a 12-year-old, (...) and it was a lot better » (Camille).
If the internet can be glorified for its democratization to information access, Elodie explains
that being « online » presents the exposure risk, to be seen without knowing who we are really
facing, especially on social networks. Thomas finds what is harmful is the exposure of personal
information and possible misuse of data. Lilian, for her part, fears exposure to pornographic
content. He adds that the Internet could be a real tool for « sexual education or what may be of
interest to them regarding contraception, perhaps abortion » (Lilian).
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3.4 Teachers’ perceptions of students’ experience and awareness of discrimination of third
country nationals and fake news
Opinions differ on Fake News: if some see a new phenomenon « I think before, as everything we
proposed was in quotation marks 'true', so we did not need to think » ( Camille) others see a
manipulation as old as humanity itself that has just taken on a new forms - we quote biology
teachers who have always had to fight creationism - and which has attracted a lot of attention
in recent years. If both the first and the second deplore an intellectual laziness and say they are
shocked at the number of « credulous » people who are « conned » unlike a clearer « before » «
it obviously existed, but we were seeking the true information when we had research to do, we
wanted the truth; while there, we believe everything and anything » (Elodie).
For Thomas, the mathematics tutor, the main problem remains in the meditative setting around
the phenomenon of Fake News, which in itself carries a dangerous subliminal message, that
there could be « a reality, an absolute truth » (Thomas) which creates an « obsessive » obstruction
and an « impoverishment » of thought in the face of the complexity of the world. He quotes a
recent statement from the « internet creator » who complains of having « generated a monster »,
for Thomas « his ideal of allowing a better dissemination of information [led to] the opposite, it is a
hindrance (...) in the news treatment there is normally a complexity with a multiplication of the view
points, a multiplication of situations » (Thomas). He idealizes a time when the reception of the
information was done in some fixed places « 30 years ago when one went to the local bar, one
went in the families » where all information was subject of questioning, collective debate, and of
thinking about how this can affect individual and collective life - unlike today where everyone
is alone behind their screen.
He feels that something should be done to bring young people back to a fluctuating approach
to information that would be situated in a dynamic interrogation of the self and the world « I
question the world, I question the world and I wonder, how can the search for information help me
in the use of the world today » (Thomas) rather than an « absurd, completely surreal » absorption
of information that leads to a « pseudo-science that seize things that she does not control »
(Thomas).
Whatever the problem, teachers agree that their students are not equal in the face of fake news
or political propaganda, this would result from a different education, a culture and a more or
less developed maturity: « some [are able to distinguish between things] because they have some
culture some active mind, a critical look and then also maturity. Others not at all but really not at all
» (Camille). For Thomas « it's based on skills which unfortunately are not developed within classes »
among other things because they are under the burden of the curriculum, they do not have the
time. Work to develop critical thinking is therefore like « sword thrusts in water » far from being
regular enough to be efficient, yet « for me it's important (...) it's the learning of mathematics and
the training of the citizen, and finally, it is by making mathematics that I form citizens and it is by
training my students to be citizens that I do mathematics » (Thomas).
The problematic dimension of fake news « because it induces thought in error » reinforcing or
circulating misconceptions or false ideas - especially when the person, source of the
information has unacknowledged malicious intentions. On the one hand because it complicates
the teachers' tasks « they [have not sought] to also know if the site is viable and reliable and they
read things, how to say, which will put what we teach them in doubt, and later on it's yet difficult to
come back on that, to bounce back and to make them understand that it is really false » (Elodie).
She is annoyed when she sees the picture Laurent shows her about Roms who steal children -
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typically this kind of stereotype, « it may be better for them to have this in quotation marks ‘truth’
than the real truth » (Elodie) .
It is quite interesting when teachers are asked about the permeability of young people to
xenophobic, racist or discriminatory discourses on foreigners, a group of teachers (quite naively)
do not recognize that discrimination can occur in their colleges, justifying their say by the
ethnic diversity of young people « of immigrant origin » (such as Camille « frankly I do not think
that in this college, there are stereotypes about migration, I think not ») and seeing discrimination
as more as a class issue, related to apparent affluence and clothing while recognizing that their
students may be subject to racist discrimination online, or even « influence » or « embargadation
» by online stereotypical or racist statements (Camille), and recognizing anti-Roma racism as
commonplace.
3.5 Parents’ perceptions and views on students’ experiences on line
According to the parents, children access the Internet primarily to use social networks and to be
entertained, although the Internet can also be used to document school projects as well as to
research and prepare future professional orientations.
Many parents questioned the time spent on social networks, on a multiplicity of applications
that parents themselves often confess not to know, such as the children of Djibril : «They have
it all : Snapchat, Facebook, after I do not know them all ...».
Parents name long lists of networks, where YouTube, Musicali, TikTok return as the most
popular applications by young people, some parents claim to perceive a differentiated use
according to the gender of adolescents, so Sawsen : «the 2 big one of 12 and 13 years, it's not
the same: the boy will be more Youtube, Instagram and my daughter [18 years] is very much
Snapchat, musicali ». In an urban context, the internet becomes a means to maintain the social
bond permanently, «to discuss, to exchange a lot (...) to share, so that's more that » (Sawsen).
The Internet can also be the place for other forms of entertainment, including online games
and the following of series, particularly through the Netflix platform’s offer, as noted by Amina
when she praises «her oldest » who is very concerned about her post-high school orientation
«and from time to time watching movies what, series on Netflix, one may say [Laughs] ».
Several parents say they accompany their children in the use of educational software set up by
colleges, and others refer to the time spent on these software between two sessions on social
networks « from time to time they look in relation to the school's homework [...] they use it to
look at the notes on the school support » (Djibril).
Others emphasize the importance of the Internet in complementary research to produce
homework required by teachers or the preparation of post-secondary school pathways in a
context where higher education’s training is changing and access to universities as well as to
prestigious universities is on an increasingly selective basis: « well, my oldest [18 years old]
who does a lot of research related to her passing the baccalaureate, related to syntheses,
related to her filling up forms for next year her higher education path...». (Amina).
All parents agree that their children spend too much time on the internet, with some describing
the relationship as an addiction that they have difficulty moderating, such as Sawson's children
« all the time, all their spare time they spend it on social networks, using their mobile phone»
or Amina’s one : «they are too glued to the computer and not me, I try to put in place some
restrictions ». restrictions she struggling enforcing without resorting to cutting the connection:
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« there are times when I disconnect everything for them to stop otherwise they are on 24/7»
(Idem).
Other parents testify to the same excesses as Djibril, who despite the fact that he does not
criticize the dependency of his four children « they are born in the internet, it is normal that
they are used to it » sometimes resort to disconnection even though he says that when « we cut
internet 30 seconds, they go crazy » The dependency appears here as a fatality: « they need
internet, that’s it » We can’t go against it.
Others fear more serious consequences to Internet addiction, in particular towards their ability
to build their own opinions in a world dominated by «ready-made» rhetorics. Thus, Fatima
describes her 14-year-old daughter as « hypnotized » by the influx of information and images: «
she starts to be hypnotized, as it is really that phenomenon, she is hypnotized, she is a bit in a
hypnotized alpha mode, it means that the screen, the effect on your brain, makes you a little
marshmallow. You do not think anymore you do not have your free will. One absorbs images
and info. That's what I call hypnosis. It's the hypnotic state ».
3.6 Parents and mediation
Parents express a difficulty in controlling the use of the internet of their children, such as
Amina quoted above who resorts to the technical force in disconnecting the box for not being
able to enforce the not respected verbal limits. The failure of these limits is felt as a factor that
keeps children away while weakening parental authority:
«At the beginning yes [there are rules], but later, progressively we relaxed them a little bit so we do
not have rules [...] anyway there is a limit, at two o'clock in the morning no it's forbidden but well,
there is still a limit, during day time there is no problem, the evening no ... [...] at 11pm, 10h 11h in
the evening they go to sleep end off they close their laptops and they go to sleep » (Djibril).
The rules initially introduced by the parents (on the connection’s durations and the possible
activities) are quickly breached by the children:
« I setted-up rules but they do not respect them (...) The rules were in fact to check, to ask me
permission to accept a friend, the time they spend online, to not publish videos or photos of
themselves on social networks, in public eh not to their friends (...) So, here are rules that I have
introduced but apparently it does not work » (Sawsen).
This is a great source of conflict, as Djibril complains: « often it's a battle between me and the
kids because they're stuck on it and I do not like it ».
Many deplore their ignorance of their children's activities and feel excluded from this
relationship where they play the bad guy (censorship and reprimand) while fearing unsuitable
activities of their children, that they can not know because of a lack of communication. For
Sawson, the question of what his kids are doing online is « a delicate question because
between what they tell me and what they really do for me».
So Fatima worries about « because the more teenagers grow up the less grip we have over
them, less control ». If social networks « open up » certain channels of communication outside
the family unit, they have the effect of limiting communication with parents. To the question «
Do you do something online with your children? » Number of parents have nothing to answer,
such as Sawsen « nothing at all. Not even watching a movie ».
Some seek to approach their children by offering different activities to divert them from the
internet, such as Fatima « I ask her and I tell her, listen, we could do something else, an activity,
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we could go out, do coloring, some very simple things, drawn, go back to basic activities. And it
is important that I propose to her things that she wouldn’t think about by herself, she is in this
hypnosis ». When Fatima was not able to bring interest in other activities, this mother started
her own online activities. « I am trying to get her out of there, to offer her other stuffs, and
when we reach saturation, I propose to share some times together, and I made her discover
scrabble. I like it very much myself. And I introduce it to her and we share moments of
complicity and I feel that it germinates in her mind. She installed it on her phone to do it alone
». The example of Fatima shows that computer addiction is difficult for a third party to
overcome because even her attempt to attract her daughter to what she sees as a more
instructive and direct interaction activity is diverted by the girl who begins to play alone.
The mediation question comes back as a necessity that parents do not know how to treat and
do not feel equipped to do so. However, they all act out of fear of what would happen if their
children were left to their own will. Amina's answer to the question of the need for mediation is
quite characteristic « oh yes it is necessary otherwise I let my child do what she wants if we are
not behind where will she end-up? ». The place of the threat is implied for some, explicit for
others who have specific fears ranging from addiction to a-sociality, addiction to pedophile
threat. The anonymity question and potential of adults who might want to manipulate their
children is a source of tremendous stress for some parents, including Djibril who throughout
the interview will keep coming back to the issue of pedophilia and pornography and quotes
several examples of unknown men seeking to be Snapchat friends with his teens and tells them
« be careful there is danger, everything you do not know, everything that is foreign, you do not
accept ».
To combat these risks, parents who themselves do not have a daily practice of the internet
began to learn tricks and tips: « over time, I learned how to search, where to look for
documents, how to do, what to delete, what to ban in relation to children, to put parental
control ». (Amina). But despite their self-training efforts and the use of downloadable software
from « Parental Control » many advocate an external form of intervention for mediation that «
could work better » (Sawsen) Many parents who feel powerless towards their children,
especially during the teenage period where their authority is undermined. Sawsen repeatedly
insists « in any case, I think but really hey, that an outside médiation would be far more
efficient than the one provided by parents, because for teenagers, parents are old fashioned,
even if it is the father or the mother, I believe during that youth period, we as parents are the
enemies....[ laught ]...so everything coming out from us doesn’t sit to well. In any case it is very
difficult for me ». In addition to providing parents with tools, the intervention of an external
mediation is desired as a forum that can both sensitize young people and their parents to
specific risks so that parents can exercise informed and effective control. In the absence of this,
Djibril admits to having dropped the case and no longer seek to set limits invoking the need for
internet for schooling « at the beginning yes, I made restrictions, but later as they grow up, and
they need the internet, I can not just block it altogether ».
These efforts include limiting phone packages, installing parental control software, learning
message blocking techniques, and a whole lot of tips and premonitions, even though some
parents are under no illusions about children’s respect :
« I teach them to block, do not put information in "public", especially on Musical.Ly I do not want
them to put the videos they make in public, I prefer that only their friends can see them and not
others [...]I ask to show me what they do there but they do not show me often, to tell me each time
they have a friend invitation, to inform me but they do not inform me either .. So I do not know uh,
especially the big ones, so the teenagers, I do not know who their friends are, with whom they
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exchange and yet it was part of the rules, but hey they do not do it often [...] sometimes I look
through their phone and it is there that I realize that the rules that I had introduced are not followed
». (Sawsen).
Finally, it should be noted that the distrust that parents feel towards the Internet is mixed with
admiration for the knowledge and ease of their children to tame and use the Internet: « I
noticed that my children, children in general are very able for all internet things, they are very
good, they know quickly, they understand quickly, so when I am struggling, they do it in two
seconds, I think it's the other way around, I think it's them who will teach me there » (Djibril) or
Fatima : « She know shortcut quickly, she knows how to work without a mouse, with the pad
she does things, I do not know how to do. She is at ease, so very comfortable [...] She makes fun
of me but teaches me [...] she knows that she the one on the top ».
3.7 Parents’ view on what’s harmful for students
Parents' perceptions of their children's Internet use remain rather negative as they consider
that there are many harmful aspects that children often do not perceive.
First parents talk about the risk of addiction created by the Internet. Sawsen is afraid that
children could lose the ability to stop « no longer having any limits ». Another mother says:
I think there is an addiction, we were talking about hypnosis earlier. The effect on the brain, the
effect on well-being, you forget everything, the whole society. You even forget yourself. And you put
yourself in an alternative state [...] you forget your worries, you forget your life, you can be someone
else on the internet, you can invent a life, you can be a star, so that makes the teenage girls pulsate
(Fatima)...
Added to the fear of an addiction to the net, there is the online gambling addiction (Amina).
According to some this addiction can create a reality distortion, Amina speaks about the "bad
vision of life". Fatima explains:
Virtuality creates [...] a all powerful feeling, you can be someone else so it makes you self-centered
and a little crazy. So there is an excessive side. These extreme situations that weaken them as a
prey. You are like prey for net predators (Fatima).
In the same way, Sarah (info sheets) adds that the Internet can provoke a lack of concentration
in children, to the point of disturbing them permanently if they found themselves on unsuited
sites to their age or proposing shocking images.
Some talk about the fact that internet relationships are virtual and not real. Amina does not like
the distance imposed by the Internet and Fatima is worried about « fake profiles which hide
pedophilia, and then create a friendship with children and offer them meetings. This can go far and
it can fall low » (Fatima).
The possibility that children make virtual friendships that can influence them towards bad
paths is a recurring concern for parents, whether through online games (Amina) or social
networks (Sawsen) the risk of « bad encounters » and harassment is permanent (Sarah) :
they often publish things in “public” and therefore inevitably, there will be comments that will not
please them and then they do not talk about it (Sawsen).
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The risk of harassment due to privacy’s overexposure is also considered harmful:
I remain vigilant because I'm not fooled by drift and malfeasance, existing in this field [...] Photos
that are exploited, diverted, misappropriation, identity theft ... the worst of what human being can
be? I have heard a lot about those kind acts, and I have taken them into consideration (Fatima).
Finally one can see that a generational gap exists between parents and children who are not
using the same social networks and do not have the same set of skills :
I use Facebook but they do not [...] I do not know anything about Instagram and have no time to
learn either. I do not know very well Snapchat but they have much more facilities than me (Sawsen).
This complicates the parents vigilance, including Sawsen for whom « it's very complicated with
teenagers, and it scares me very much [...] because I am not master at it and it's going to take me a
lot of time » (Sawsen).
3.8 Parents’ perceptions of students’ experience and awareness of discrimination of third
country nationals and fake news
The spreading and circulation of false information « Fake News » is felt as a real problem for
young people growing up in the « everything Internet » era, accustomed to absorb phenomenal
amounts of information without seeking to criticize it, questioning its sources, etc. For Fatima:
« it's the dark side, both the web, the internet is great because it spreads the culture, one can pass
an info, a appointment, one create something without concern for interest, it goes around quickly, to
the end of the planet. And the dark side is also all the wrongdoings are possible [which] are almost
inevitable. I believe humanity is a bit that, bright side, dark side. We always swing ».
The main problem remains for parents that their youths do not know how to check information
and fall into the trap of "doctored images when it is not real" (Amina). All recount experiences
of their children coming back to them with distorted information « they would believe anything
» (Sawsen). This mother laughingly recounts an incident where her children came to her
saddened by the death of a famous actor « they came to see me “mummy ! mummy !” and me “
not it isn’t true, this isn’t possible, I watch the news and didn’t mentioned it” and them “yes, yes,
yes, they said that” but no it is fake...». but it quickly gets darker thinking of other incidents, all
parents are aware that it can go too far « it’s anything and everything, specially for the youth
because they have a tendency to believe it all, and that do some damage afterward » (Sawsen).
Effectively parents fear that their « manipulated » children start « doing what not to do »
(Amina). The hijacking by pedophiles, embodying or exacerbating racial hatred, bad feelings,
hatred of oneself or one's own community in the case of ethnic or religious minorities are
mentioned. For Djibril: « if they do not check, they believe anything and it can go far [...] it can
go up to death to listen to false information ...».
The parents admit themselves often being overwhelmed by fake news that « [are] so well made
that they are believable » Djibril has already « been fooled » by well-conducted fake news, the
only advice that he can address to his children is to « always inquire, [compare] several
opinions. ». For Amina it is necessary to educate the children to defend themselves against
forms of manipulation of which they may be subjects, she differentiates her eldest daughter
who « is very careful about what she sees, what she hears because she is studying and all and
in philosophy and she knows things » compared to her younger brothers, who are more
influenceable. Fatima recounts the same situation with her daughter:
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« When she tells me oh dear are you aware of what happened, this and that ... I tell her, well, I do
not know, you have to check the information and she tells me how do you do ? and I tell her we will
check on the “Agence Presse” website which filters info a little after you have to be a bit savvy, some
free will (...) to ask herself if it is possible, if there is not a goal that is sought after? it awakens her
critical thinking. So now she does not take everything at face value, she thinks, it educates her ».
If the questions of programmed apocalypse (Fatima) are quickly denied, others are more
tenacious and more difficult to defuse, including xenophobic or discriminatory (which are
common) on the internet. It should be known that all parents interviewed here have a direct
link with immigration, so this poses particular issues regarding the representation of oneself.
Like Fatima’s daughter who one day came back and told her « mom, is it true that there are too
many foreigners in France, mom is it true that they come to take advantage of France? ». For Fatima,
these are clearly words coming out of some forum or internet platform where her daughter was
hanging out, but she thinks she has saved the day, as her daughter came to talk to her, she «
tried to understand » which « opened a discussion » allowing the mother to explain why people
were led to leave their country «, that it is not for pleasure that they are fleeing, that they had
to flee, either the the life’s conditions that were proposed » however she notices that not all
teenagers come to confide to their parents, nor are all parents armed to reorient them.
Sawsen says that her children are regularly caught up in religious comments, she tries to
dissuade them from going to controversial sites « I can not stand it myself, I do not want them to
get into this game » But they remain attracted, and she fears that somehow they take for real
those comments, which « reach the community ». In this case it is Islamophobic comments in a
context of xenophobia and uninhibited Islamophobia and ubiquitous in France, Sawsen’s
children have been victims of « insults, yes several times about the Mecca, several times, nasty
comparisons » and who were affected to the point that they came to her and ask her if it was
true, if she was able to deny ... Besides the way it can hurt them, she fears they « get into the
game » and « are even more angry about wanting to fight back and here it is, I can not bear it, I do
not like violence » because violence leads to violence and escalation ... The children of Amina
have also been affected by racist comments and insults online:
« One time there was someone who started insulting the younger one on the internet and he called
me Mom, there is this and that, » so I told him, « You shut down all that stuff, get out of there, you
disconnect, and you erase all your history and I don’t want you to go on this thing again " and since
I tell him « when I warn you about something, I do not say it to bore you or piss you off, it's to warn
you ».
She has the impression that this incident has taught her son to be more vigilant, but like Djibril,
Fatima or Sawsen, she fears the worst if teenagers do not feel well enough looked after to
confide and learn to defend themselves, because as Fatima says « on the news [all have] heard
that it could lead to suicide of young people ».
4. TEACHER’S EXPERIENCE ONLINE
4.1 Teachers' Access and use of internet
In their private lives, teachers are familiar with the use of Internet, depending on their age and
activities. The devices used can be computers (at school or at home) as well as laptops, cell
phones or pads, even if few of them declare using the pads given by the County, criticizing their
poor quality. Among the youngest, some admit being « always connected » on their smartphones,
be it at work or at home, on the street or in public spaces (« it helps pass time during
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transportation…» - Elie), even if a lot are also complaining about this defect of modern society «
being always reachable » - Elie. Time passed each days on Internet varies between two and eight
hours on weekdays (eight hours for the librarian whose work tools are online), this time being
split between personal and professional use (following students via pedagogic platforms online,
preparing courses, documental research, preparing digital working sessions for the students),
some teachers stay connected during classes on chats, sharing informations live with other
teachers while their students are studying.
Among personal uses of Internet, teachers list daily activities : mails, searches, movies (Netflix
for example), funny videos, clips, planning holidays, listening to podcasts, looking for academic
research updates in their fields, shopping or window-shopping on websites such as E-bay,
Amazon, C-discount, le Bon Coin, etc. Almost half of the sample uses social media, essentially
Facebook, then Snapchat or Whatsapp for the youngest, some explaining that they are effective
ways of spreading information, some telling that they have a more recreational use « for chatting
with friends » - Elodie. Finally, Elie explains that he has lots of online activities coming from his
community management statute in his union, which lead him to « manage tools on Twitter feeds,
Facebook and stuff, press relations… I’m transferring messages, sharing informations, for example I
know that I start looking at my phone from the very moment I wake up ».
One of the teachers, Matthieu, says that he first mistrusted Internet. Since the age of 19, he had
an email address to chat with his foreign friends, but he only subscribed to a private Internet
connexion two years ago (at the age of 39). His mistrust towards Internet is mostly due to the
isolation it produces through the feeling of autonomy. For a long time he was fighting against
that isolation, using only Internet in cyber-cafés, which made him feel connected despite the
fact it was only individually : « it lasted for years because, I don’t know why, it didn’t bothered me
to go in cyber-cafés, it allowed me to go out and to be in social relationships ».
However, that same teacher claimed later during the interview that he spends at least one hour
surfing every evening « it’s more like a fever, that is on average, let’s say, one hour a day… I might
go three or four days without surfing, and there might be some sort of withdrawal, and then twice in
a row, I’ll surf for four hours…» This very teacher expressed his mistrust of the addictive nature of
Internet. Himself never having had a subscription, Internet only entered his daily life when he
settled with someone who used it daily and had a subscription : « It’s quite complicated because I
find Internet really dangerous, like a drug, how to explain… [laugh] we can quickly stop going out and
it breaks the social ties, in the street I mean, so I didn’t subscribe for Internet as long as I lived
alone».
In the professional domain, some teachers feel there was a change in the Ministry of Education
towards an « all digital » policy (Lilian). For Thomas « we entered massive digital uses. As an
employee of the Ministry of Education, we have lots of apps now ». Some of these apps are
developed by the institution, others are « products » companies sell to schools (he quotes the
Pronote example). There lies the question of the « independence of the schools » ; according to
the same librarian « all the schools won’t use the same softwares » (Thomas), which questions
equality of access to education according to the school you find yourself in. Lilian explains that
in the school he works in there are computers in every classroom. So he uses them to prepare
his classes, « more regularly now at the end of the year (...) than before when I used mostly the
manual ».
Moreover, he directs his students in their Internet searches using their pads : « sometimes I leave
them totally free, or I already have links, it can be a mix. They are going to search for the information
by themselves, of course here I’m gonna intervene (...) by walking among them ». This teacher
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explains that the Aix-Marseille academy starts to establish « online manuals », and now the
inspector « strongly invites » to use some programs and websites. But there are still no « clear »
platform that allows access to a wide diversity of content. The Minister of Education wishes to
step to a « 100 % digital high school», « so it's an official slogan » (Lilian) which would impact all
of the teaching.
Other teachers don't use the pads given by the County, and only use computers in the working
rooms equipped with multiple computers. The French teacher even claims he refused « his » pad
« because first I'm not interested in it, and second I don't want it », while underlining that « digital is
not an end by itself, but it's always a mean » - Matthieu. He finds his students tend to forget their
pads the way their predecessors forgot their pens and notebooks. So the use of the pad as a
pedagogical tool can sometimes be disabling more than anything : if students forget their pen
it's easy to give them another one, which is not the case with the pad. He still sets some time
apart for using digital tools to prepare the classes and do pedagogical research : « there's not
much time, so let's say that in the morning, twenty minutes maximum (…) it's anticipating my next
classes, mostly to find exercises online, grammar, because there are lots of schools that put some
online, lots of teachers that put their work online, so I look at everything and it allows me to gather
all this material to make tests or find exam texts for example, like this... Before there were paper
archives, but nowadays it's all on the computer, I mean online... ».
Another dimension of the work happens on the Ministry of Education’s programs, especially
Pronote. Matthieu explains : « it's called Pronote for who’s absent, especially for absences and
incidents » and there is another program specific for all that is report cards, skills, evaluations » .
However the daily use of these programs is minimal (around twenty minutes per day), compared
to the time allotted to information search to prepare classes (45 minutes). Lilian also talks about
Pronote, he explains that it works as an online notebook, to know your daily planning, « manage
incidents » within classes, communicate with other teachers, meetings, courses, etc. Sometimes
he also surfs for hours during his class, while students are working. Some teachers prepare
classes at home, in transportations, others prefer to interact with colleagues and use the rooms
allotted for that purpose.
4.2 Teachers’ activities and skills
Teachers explain the multiple daily uses they have of Internet. Camille says that her first
connexion of the day is at her work place : « to call the roll (on Pronote) we need Internet, starting
from 7,55am ». So her first connexion has a professional purpose. Later, she connects for a
personal and informational use, but only when she comes home at night. The device she uses
most is her smartphone : « I only look at emails on my computer, and things I have to do for work.
The rest is on my cell phone (…). Before I had a pad, I used it but I don't have a personal one anymore
(…) What I was doing on the pad I now do it on my cell phone, so now I don't really see the use of a
pad. I use it in class however, but it's the one the County gave me ».
The informations she's looking for on Internet mostly have to do with recipes and « all that has
to do with the royal family, and a lot of other things (laughs) Any type of websites ! Any one that talks
about that ! Gala and all.. » She uses an alarm and notification system to receive fresh news from
the websites she consults. She knows that surfing is not always seen as reading, but explains
that she only reads on Internet : « I don't read books. No novels, I'm not a reader. Everything that I
read is on Internet. » Mathieu explains that he surfs when he wants to make a research « for his
personal pleasure, guitars and stuff, so it's recreational », but also to read trivia on MSN and
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Outlook : « it’s not even to be informed, it actually empties my brain. I use Internet that way, like I
was watching TV». However, he adds he only uses his computer when his son is asleep.
Camille says that she don't uses social medias that much, and also doesn't look at online videos.
She as an Instagram account « because here we can let go and (…) we have notifications ». Some of
her friends post pictures but « I never post ». She also has a Snapchat account but she doesn't
post either. Lilian isn't on any social media, even if he used to have a Myspace account and has
been a bit on Facebook to stay in touch with his roommates when he lived in California. Then he
deleted it « at least twice ». Today he has an account that he « shares with his wife so it's a... kind
of mixed account but we don't use it a lot and I think I'm gonna delete it ». He remembers that
at the beginning of Internet he used to hang out on forums a lot, but he had to stop : « in fact I
found that the violence of the forums, the nonsense of the messages, from my point of view, was so
much... ». Mathieu explains the only network he uses at home is Skype to chat with his
grandparents that don't live in Marseille : « it's the only thing I can tolerate, otherwise I don't want,
we don't want, screens ».
Generally, all interviewed teachers used Internet when it first started. Most of them were
young : « I was 14 years old (…) when Internet came, and after for social media I was about 16 / 17 »
- Elodie. In Camille's case, she remembers that she started using Internet in 2002, when she was
18 : « I believe that the first time it was at my grandparent's, on the computer. And it was the first
time I had a cellphone too ». Lilian explains he had his first computer in 1997, when he was 14 or
15, bought by his dad. They all claimed that they learned to surf by themselves : « I started by
myself. I learned to do some searches, to be careful » Elodie, even if « it was a bit complicated at first
(…) we had to plug cables, and so we could not run the phone at the same time ». Lilian remembers
how he used to go on Internet to play online video games with his friends. However he agrees
with Elodie : « the connexion wasn't good on the computer at that time. So it was mostly LANs,
networking with some friends ». Computer, in his case, replaced video gaming consoles, that he
used to use a lot before. The switch to computers produced « a changeover » to « more adult stuff
in fact ». He learned to surf thanks to his friends who « were really into digital ».
4.3 Teachers’ level of awareness on stereotype/discrimination/media and representation of
third country nationals
The level of awareness on stereotypes and discrimination at school differs depending on the
perception of every teacher. According to Camille, there is no discrimination in her class :
« because we have youngsters that... just arrived, so we integrate them in class and there is no
problem, ever ». The librarian, Elie, considers that stereotypes are real in the school he works in.
For him, students are « rude » with Romani : « they cultivate hugely biased stereotypes about
Romani (…) Stereotypes that came from French society (…) : rapists, profiteers, dirty people, sick, stuff
like that, that you should avoid... and for them in the hierarchy, they really are at the bottom ». He
explains that even if lots of students are born in France and so for their parents, there also is a
good part that was born abroad, or whose parents were born abroad : « because of that, they are
gonna be discriminated. Some are gonna call them ‘blédards’, they are gonna make fun of them (…) it
can be mean ». Lilian, who works in the same school, agrees with Elie : students often make fun
of students with accents. « From time to time I have students that, when they speak in public, they
have an accent, and they... they're gonna struggle with a word, in a way they're gonna pronounce a
word, well the others are gonna make fun of them. And sometimes it's a kind of second degree, and
sometimes it's not ».
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According to Thomas, the problems of discrimination and racism in school are part of a larger
system. For him, stereotypes are transmitted by a basically racist part of the French people,
disguised as humor but finally influencing schools and hurting youngsters : « I think about the
Djamel Comedy Club for example, when I look at it I think to myself, it's racist (…) like we make fun of
what we really think, of what's happening (…) we use these stereotypes to laugh, it’s a big step there,
and I know it’s actually very much a thing for the students ».
Finally, let's add that Camille thinks school also played a role in setting up new disciplines and
activities to help awareness : « in some disciplines I think, for example, in history, working on every
conflict, on migrations, whole people moving, I think it helps to take a step back, to realize it’s all
meaningless. And then, civic studies, which have been generalized, I thinks it helps youngsters to
understand that it's really important, that, yeah, we're all the same, whatever our color is, our origin,
our beliefs. » (Camille)
4.4 Teachers level of awareness and view on sources of information and fake news
By showing them fake news without warning them, we get interviewed teachers to give us their
view on the content we show them. The purpose here is to evaluate their level of consciousness
about fake news. In general they manage to recognize fake news easily. Elodie explains that if
the source of the news if unknown or cheap she doesn't believe it, and Thomas, facing a fake
news, quickly explains his mistrust because the text shows some misspellings. Mathieu tells that
he can't believe the news because : « I don't know the source so I don't know the manipulation, this
image is terrible because if we're not prepared we can think everything and it's contrary (…) there is
only few informations and we show an image without a context, so it leaves a window opened to
every fantasy, positive as much as negative ». Thomas also mistrusts news and compares non
verified informations with conversations you can have at a family diner : « can what you hear in a
family diner really be considered as information ? When you tell me there is 30 % of someones that
do this some kind of thing, you see, is this really information? It’s the same for a tweet ». Camille is
preoccupied by the fact that we show pictures of people on Internet without asking for their
consent (or their parent’s consent if they are children) : « Are we blurring them when we’re filming
youngsters in France ? When wouldn’t they have the right to be blurred? Sometimes we see it, people
are blurred so we can’t recognize them, mostly youngsters… Him, because he’s a migrant, we won’t
bother to blur him ? I think it’s terrible... »
When we tell them that the news are fake, and in some case they haven’t noticed, their first
reaction is surprise. Then they mention a feeling of helplessness, irritation, disgust, but also the
absurdity of the news. Most of them condemn this news as racism and they criticize effects fake
news can have. Mathieu claims that informations are often bad because we are in an
advertising society, and that there isn’t much space left for thinking. Thomas, along with
Mathieu, thinks that fake news contribute to shrinking our thinking : « what elevates reflexion is
thinking as people that think a lot about subjects, that publish about it, researchers, journalists (…)
even politics, i’m getting interested and it broadens my reasoning, thinking about the bullshit
someone says on Twitter doesn’t interest me ». According to Camille, fake news can create
discriminatory tensions toward people that are already suffering a lot : « these people that
overcame an horrible situation, came, and, in a country where they’re supposed to find support, are
victims of violence... ». Lilian thinks that even if social media make it easy to spread fake news,
this phenomenon isn’t new : « there has been the rumeur d’Orléans in the 60’s, about ladies being
kidnapped by people who owned clothes shops, jews that sent women in harems in the Middle
East ».
(Lilian).
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5. PARENTS EXPERIENCES ONLINE
5.1 Parents’ access and use of internet
The majority of parents interviewed spent an average of two hours connected to the internet
per day outside working hours. The diligence with which they use it is very varied. Some evoke
a routine:
In the morning at home, just before going to work, so I looked at my emails. After I went on the
internet at work (Djibril).
When I really need it [...] on the weekends there is always plenty to do [...] When I finished my
housework all I had planned to do shopping and everything, after I sit down (Amina).
The majority connects during the day, some enjoying the evening to go on social networks. To
the question « where and when do you connect to the Internet? » Two women responded «
everywhere and all the time ». Fatima explains that she goes on purpose to the Alcazar municipal
library to connect otherwise she connects to work, the others connect when they are at home.
Of the eight parents interviewed, seven access the Internet via their smartphone. Only Djibril
does not have a phone with Internet access:
I have a mobile phone, a [...] classic phone with the keys so I do not have internet, it's not a
smartphone that I have. It's an old phone, one from 95, so I'm only calling (Djibril).
The case of Djibril - who uses his computer from home or work - is rare even though most
parents have a computer at home or at work. Amina exposes the fact that her three children
monopolize the computer and she takes advantage of their absence to connect:
From time to time I go on the internet because there are documents to scan and send and some
people who ask us for documents to scan and send them directly (Amina).
Fatima explains that she uses the smartphone when she is away from home or work and that «
the computer is at home when I am more available, I have time ».
Finally, it is interesting to note that Fatima fears being invaded by information at any time,
which is why she: « limits the apps, functions, limit budgets. There is a time for everything ».
5.2 Parents’ Activities and Skills
Parents have a relationship with the internet that is very different from their teenagers. There is
talk of the fact that their children were born in the Internet era, while parents had a learning
curve of adaptation from the appearance of the Internet in 1996. The first contacts differ
depending on the age of parents: Djibril (50) was about 28 years old « at the end of the 90's, I
think it's 98, 99, or even before maybe ». Amina (42) was 23; Fatima was 18 and Sawsen (33) was
16 years old. Among the places available to access the internet at the beginning, were:
cybercafés, the university library or the high school.
The majority have been self-taught, but some speak of a difficulty in adapting: « I immersed
myself in it but I still took time to learn (Djibril) ». « I learned by myself, that's why it's not so good. A
little clumsy » (Fatima). Fatima also speaks of a resistance to learn « to stand out, because
everyone was in this thing, and also because I like the traditional use of paper and pen, even to write
» and yet she adds « Since I discovered that, well now, it's almost like an addiction. And I wanted to
avoid that ».
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The majority of parents are doing well now with the Internet. Everyone knows how to search
safely and bookmark pages that are of interest to them. They use the internet for many reasons.
The most frequent uses are related to administrative procedures: tax declaration, consultation
of mailboxes, bank exchanges, unemployment center, social services and housing benefit. Some
spend more time during job hunting. Amina exposes a particular administrative situation: "I
have a handicapped child, I have to make a MDPH file, we have to look for how to do what and
where to do it". Four parents say they consult « Pronote » (National Education School
Monitoring App).
Some also speak of the habit of researching and using the Internet to learn, for example on
Wikipedia « to develop concepts ». (Fatima). She also looks at technical tutorials (« tuto ») as part
of her job, when in doubt. Amina and Sawsen research recipes and « ideas for cooking ». [Amina].
Fatima does also research to help her daughter to make her school presentations « to deepen, to
give her the taste of intellectual curiosity ».
The issue of online shopping comes back frequently, especially for clothing. The websites
mentioned are: Le Bon Coin, Amazon. For Sawsen, online custom shopping saves time: « I do not
have to move, it does it directly and I like it, really ». Amina refers to the economic aspect and
looking for offers and promotions.
Some parents play online games, « to de-stress » (Amina) and pass the time. Fatima adds that
she also uses applications to listen to and discover online music, specifically Deezer. Others
prefer Youtube to listen to music but also to watch videos.
Many parents are connected to social networks, the most popular being Facebook (have their
own page, post posts, etc.). Some use direct messaging apps on their smartphones. Especially
Whatsapp, but also Telegram, Messenger or Viber. Email is also mentioned as a means of
communication, both in professional and personal life. Few are familiar with Snapchat and
Instagram. Two use Skype to « communicate with family members who are distant, never with
strangers » (Amina), but « it's rare » (Djibril). Sawsen explains that if she knows how to use
Whatsapp and Facebook, she does not really have time for internet hobbies. So she uses them
very little.
5.3 Parents’ level of awareness on stereotype/discrimination/media and representation of
migration and use of stereotypes. It is the same as for teachers
Asked about their vigilance regarding online discrimination, Djibril and Sawsen say their
children are not affected by this problem. Djibril believes that it is because they live in the
northern districts of Marseille that he describes as « really cosmopolitan, so it would be silly for
someone to criticize migrants since they themselves were immigrants ». At the same time he says
we speak very little about migrants at home. Sawsen, for her part, thinks that this does not
concern her children who are too small « they are still in college », but she is worried about the
future: « I think they will be dealing with this kind of situation. This is for sure but for the time being
I am relaxed about this side of the Internet ». She explains that sometimes her children have told
her about the discrimination they have experienced, whether it is about their religion, their
school or their neighborhood, but she wants to prevent this from affecting them emotionally:
in these cases I try to relativize and say that no one is perfect. I do not want them to go into this
game, add a comment, etc. I want them to pull away (Sawsen).
Amina explains that even if her children « do not use cultural or religious stereotypes » they have
been victims of online discrimination. In this situation she advised:
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to cut off all contact with these people and everything, that they should tell that to their friends,
because if it continues [...] the child who is behind all that will destroy the person who receives the
messages (Amina).
She shows her fear about this type of situation because if the harassment lasts too long this
can lead to suicide. She feels very concerned about this subject because she has a disabled
child:
makes fun of a disabled child, that I do not accept at all because I have a disabled child and I have
learned over time how to react with him in relation to his symptoms and all [...] for a child if one is
not behind, he feels lost. (Amina).
Fatima, for her part, explains that her daughter is touched by racist publications: « She is Métis,
her dad is African, so it touches her when there are some borderline comments [...] So that, I know
that it calls her out » and she talks about it with her mother.
On the question of the role of the school, opinions are polarized and some would like this
institution to be more involved in preventing young people from discrimination and
stereotypes. Fatima considers that at school there is no time, and that one can not demand
more. She must participate:
but the rest is also for parents and their entourage to do it. Not expect everything from school,
leaving everything to school, they have too much to do (Fatima).
Others, such as Sawsen, say that the school is already doing quite a lot of communication work
with the students:
They are already doing an hour of "class’s life" a week with the teachers here [...] So each time, it's a
theme and they explain a lot of things to them and I'm very pleased that they can talk with their
head teacher about what can happen to them. And that [the stereotypes and the discrimination]
precisely I know that they have already talked about it (Sawsen).
In all cases, the parents coincide on the point of prevention and that the school must help on
the virtual education:
Warn them regarding everything that happens on the internet, how to react, how to stop all that (...)
Block or remove the bad information or with respect of racism, advise the person to avoid ending up
in the deep end (Amina).
To teach them to distance themselves, to understand what does it mean to be distanced from an
information. Do not take the thing emotionally in your heart. [...] One can learn not to be too
involved (Fatima).
When parents are asked how they view this prevention from school, they bring some more
specific ideas. Djibril talks about integrating games or organizing a bingo, but also integrating
digital security and infox workshops into computer classes. Fatima also thinks that during
computer classes one should make reminders about checking the info and:
inform them that not all is true on the internet, that there are people who can pretend to be children
while they have bad intentions (Fatima).
She sees positively discrimination prevention games : « images of reconciliation between peoples
or things that soothe ». She would like to restrict more access to the internet and develop a
reflection with young people on this subject:
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A padlock, a tool used to close something. It's a bit extremist, but you have to get away from it, one
can not control everything. And especially on the web, information is so diffuse that you can not
control everything (Fatima).
Sawsen, on the other hand, does not believe in the games’ effectiveness « at their age no, it may
have attracted them while in primary school but not in secondary school. I do not think games are
going to interest them ». Instead, she proposes to make posters with messages on the Internet,
or videos targeted with real situations that make think, especially if in the video there is:
someone young or an actor they know and follow, you know YouTube influencers [...] I'm sure it'll
catch their attention because this is the new fashion [...] , they follow the Youtubers a lot [...] I do not
know but there are many of them, my son told me that he likes a lot those who make him laugh and
all that, and my daughter is more young girls, fashion and they are subscribed to plenty of Youtube
channels (Sawsen).
Finally Amina would like the school to be more involved in the fight against the propagators of
bad ideas, but especially to support those who are suffering and who are direct victims.
5.4 Parents’ level of awareness and view on sources of information and fake news ( not just on
students’ level of awareness)
We showed parents examples of fake news without them knowing they were fake, and ask them
to react. Some examples are more obvious than others but most parents didn’t recognize which
were more believable. Sawsen even admits that even if she has a tendency to check all
informations and images, she’s afraid of not recognizing fake news. So she stays vigilant : «
actually, for me to always blame others, anyways, when I got it, it was an image sent on Whatsapp
and I saw that it wasn’t true, I didn’t believed it at all, I didn’t share it ». Djibril watches out for
informations because « who can prove that this image is true ? Just with a picture and some words,
it changes everything. » Along with him, Fatima claims : « it’s misappropriation… so it really is what
we were saying, we can make an image say whatever we like, outside its context ».
When we tell them they all were fake news, they had reactions of outrage and confusion and
they rejected these racist statements. Amina’s first reaction was to say : « for me it’s unacceptable
to make fun of people ». Fatima and Sawsen showed their fear towards youngsters, because in
their view they are a lot more impressionable and they can’t recognize fake news. Sawsen says :
« It would be great to have a filter or so to stop them, or an app especially for the kids. » Djibril
complains that these types of information are made to manipulate people’s opinion : « they try
to bamboozle but (…) in a bad way, because all those fake ideas, it’s nonsense (…) saying africans
are invading us, it’s racism ». He adds : « The news make us believe things that are fake, as I said
earlier, if someone believe it, it can cause problems, we always have to check our informations. »
Fatima feels we’re doubting about ourselves because of the uncertainty of the news we find on
Internet : « I tell myself I’m wrong, I’m in a wrong state of mind, when in doubt you say no, that’s not
possible.. it’s confusing ».
Finally, for Fatima the concept of fake news is « too new », but she links it with what we
traditionally call « a rumor ». She claims that the difference it that today the effect is
exponential and the consequences are much stronger. Fatima talks about the mistrust and the
« incentive to hate and racism and it’s severe ». Djibril also talks about the consequences : « it’s
wrong (…), it’s makes one mad, it creates racism, hate, and deaths like we saw earlier. »
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6. CONCLUSION
6.1 Similarities and differences between the groups
Our work on digital uses shows a large gap between adults and youngsters, in particular
between teachers and students. The youngest’s digital practices focus – in accordance with the
known concerns of their age – on entertainment, on experimenting inclusion in a group of pears
and on confrontation with « models ». These practices do not entail a critical or distanced view
towards sources or messages shown in any systematic way. The use of Internet as an
information source (schedules on academic softwares) or a studying tool (information and
documentation search), if it exists at all, doesn’t appear to be identified or practiced by a
majority of the students we met.
The adults generally express numerous reservations regarding digital practices, especially the
ones developing among youngsters.
Parents mostly express fears related to the time spent on Internet and the difficulty of
regulating it. They often mention what they identify as the need for some mediation : to provide
much needed warnings about using social media (harassment, manipulation, bad encounters), to
deal with the generational gap (different choices of social networking platforms…) and the
social gap. Parents tend to perceive digital practices as potentially dangerous for the perception
of the reality of the world and for social relationships.
Teachers mention the stark contrast produced by the prohibition of Internet access for student :
usual private practices stop at the school gate through the prohibition of person digital tools
(pads or cell phones). In this compartmentalized context, they are replaced by specifically
educational digital practices. Teachers views on the digital practices of students shift from
admiring their virtuosity with the digital tools to expressing concern about their lack of curiosity
and autonomy in the search for information. Teachers, as such, believe digital practices have
significantly evolved in the educational field. They cite digital learning tools and participatory
methods they experimented with in class, in some cases to include them in their long term
pedagogical practices.
Regarding stereotypes, online discriminations and their impact, but also fake news, the youths
from highly diverse ethnic neighborhoods that were interviewed don’t feel very concerned. They
are aware of their specificities (double culture, outsideness), that they tend to frame as
strengths, but can themselves pass on stereotypes (about Romani, or people of the same origin
as themselves but more freshly migrated). Their representations, as questioned in the
confrontation with items of fake news, mirror the French inequalities regarding proper access to
reliable information and critical thinking. This also transpires from the interviews with the
parents, who are well aware there truly are fake news on Internet, but feel they are ill equipped
to spot them.
Teachers identify the need to develop the skills of their pupils in this domain, especially in a
spirit of “ongoing questioning of oneself and the world”. Most teachers are aware of their own
frailty, even though they know they are better equipped than the parents. They approve of the
idea to propose an education to media and information at school, but don’t feel they could fulfill
that mission – either in regards to skills or availability.
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APPENDIX 1
IMAGES USED FOR THE INTERVIEWS
Interviewees were confronted to a series of images related to controversial advertising
campaign, press articles questioning them about the reading of digital media and the power of
social media.
Manipulated DOVE campaign
A facebook’s user extracted those images, from the campaign’s short video clip. The picture
went viral with 10K share, and as a subtitle, “Dove skin care products make your skin white”, as
seen on other racist campaigns across the globe.

But the story doesn’t stop here. While Dove stopped this specific clumsy campaign (not their
first one), it turned out that these 2 images where not the full story. A third woman (Latino)
appears third in this video clip after the red head woman, trying to show that their products suit
all types of skin. The controversy still brings questioning: Is the campaign racist or not? To
know that this campaign is an animated gif image, which means that it loops on itself. But here
we have a manipulation of a source by a person, making the campaign explicitly racist.
Regardless of the intention of the person, it shows that anyone can manipulate a media, make
the buzz on the net, and bring an international company to its knees.
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Here is the real advert:
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Rumour on Facebook makes 2 innocent victims

Screenshot from facebook
Translation: Watch out for your young children, Romanian men in trucks stop and kidnap them
for organ trafficking and prostitution. A gang has been arrested tonight in Colombes. Share, it's
real!!!
The rumour is not new, and has been going on for a few years. A few cities are concerned by
this rumour, and the police was forced to use social media to expose the fake rumour. Although
this was not enough as a state of psychosis took roots within the cities. The police department
took its concerns to twitter denouncing the fake rumour, following a serious aggression of two
persons driving a white van. But still people are using the police post to spread the rumour
accusing the police, not to take them seriously.
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When social media are used to carry political agendas

Source: published the 5th December 2018 by Le Nouvel Observateur

Here it is again the case of a political personality using social media to spread fake news,
serving their political agenda. Some of the press picked on it and denounced the fake news. I
guess this put to light the difference between social media and national established news
outlet. While the press industry has to follow a deontology code associated with their business,
social media is a free ride medium open to all with no regulation.
This is why social media are so popular, why fake news and rumours spread so fast and have
such an impact on election and democracy.

Fake news from Laurence Haïm, former spokesperson for Macron. It shows the fake news can
swing both ways! Photo d’un enfant migrant dans le désert : Fake news de Laurence Haïm,
ancienne porte-parole de Macron.
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Borrowed images from the net
Here one-way to manipulate the public opinion. The twit (from an account, now suspended)
implies that the picture is from a swimming pool in Créteil, France, reinforcing his post by
stipulating this isn’t a neither manipulation nor a fascist post! In fact the picture is taken in
Senegal, and was used for illustrating an article.
https://www.leral.net/Education-sexuelle-Le-Senegal-demeure-un-mauvais-eleve_a98906.html
So it is certain that the intention of the poster were to bring a feeling of hatred and
discrimination toward ethnic minorities in France.

III CONCLUSION: TOWARDS THE MULTICULTURAL KIT
1.1 Good practices against misinformation on migration and fake news
In the eyes of young people, speeches that adopt a serious, masterly, and serious tone are often
mocked or even discredited, for their moralizing aspect - in the first place the political or
institutional discourses. In the educational context, especially in schools, professionals79
innovate by offering creative forms - stand up comedy, skits, antics80 - to raise awareness among
young audiences and thwart the ridicule of serious speeches, due to a theme that disrupts its
embarrassing character - and this even among adults, both more hermetic to contradiction, and
less transparent.
Humor, especially 'politically incorrect' is often the best tool to communicate on these topics
and to fight prejudices and discriminatory representations. With this in mind, the website Topito
infotainment’s initiative, particularly the“Top 10 of reasons to not welcome migrants...don’t abuse
our hospitality !”81, could be efficient, as it is concluded by “seriously, lots of people make great
work about take care of migrants, if you’d like to give a hand, let’s take information approaching you
city hall or local aid associations”. But it could not be enough, but only shared on one hand. On
the other hand, the“Top 10 things to explain to hateful comment authors on syrian refugees and
migrants” could work as a hugely helpful toolkit as children are particularly sensitive to

79

https://www.lejsl.com/edition-montceau/2017/01/29/parler-de-discrimination-en-toute-legerete-(en-images), accessed 3 april 2019.

80

Ateliers proposés par la Cie Arc en Scène d’Autun.
http://www.topito.com/top-raisons-pas-accueillir-migrants, accessed 3 april 2019. “they’re dirty / we have to take care of french
homeless first / they already cost us lots of money”...
81
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harassment, racism and and could provide them with tools to answer bad taste jokes from their
peers.
As a relay to the European Safer Internet82, Internet Sans Crainte83 remains the reference in France
- especially on education to good practices on social networks.84. Safer internet France, offers
workshop85 across the country.
The aim of those workshop is to:
1/ Engage children and teens to adopt a critical posture:
• manage time spent in front of screens
• know and control the consequences of your actions online
• become aware of the traces left behind the Internet
• recognize and find the right information
• differentiate between public space and private space
2/ Developing citizen and creative uses
• Learn to communicate and share wisely
• Express yourself and respect the limits of freedom of expression
• Moving from a digital consumer stance to a digital content creator posture
• Protect your data
• Know how to react in a situation of harassment
From a perspective of address to adolescents, it could rely more on the Swiss initiative Jeunes &
Médias86, from the editorial point of view, but also that of interface ergonomics.

Finally, almost all of the frenc historical
Newspaper titles recently launched their own fact-checking initiative hubs, asking by
government and civil society to furnish fake news debunking solutions. The most infamous are
Les Décodeurs87 - Décodex88 (Le Monde), & Désintox89 - CheckNews90 (Libération). The public
broadcaster also launched its fact-checking hub,“Vrai ou Fake”.91
82

https://www.saferinternet.fr/, accessed 3 april 2019.
http://www.internetsanscrainte.fr/organiser-un-atelier/vinz-et-lou-sur-internet-7-12-ans, accessed 3 april 2019.
84
http://www.internetsanscrainte.fr/sites/default/files/etude_2017_-_les_jeunes_et_les_reseaux_sociaux.pdf
85
https://www.saferinternet.fr/internet-sans-crainte2/
86
https://www.jeunesetmedias.ch/fr/themes/fake-news-manipulation.html
87
https://www.lemonde.fr/les-decodeurs/ , accessed 3 april 2019.
88
https://www.lemonde.fr/verification/ , accessed 3 april 2019.
89
https://www.liberation.fr/desintox,99721 , accessed 3 april 2019.
83
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In the field of education in France, resources are developing towards schools and teachers.
Workshops have been published by the CLEMI (Liaison Center for Media and Information
Education), a public operator under the supervision of the French Ministry of Education. To
develop media and information literacy and also critical thinking, tools are offered 92 to
students, as in this example of fake news about a "picnic migrants in a cemetery in Calais"
relayed 24,000 times on social networks. The Clemi also offers video resources that make it
possible to work on the theme of migration through an image education session. 93
The Museum of Immigration History has also produced educational resources and activities
related to the history of immigration and school curricula in the fields of media and information
education, moral and civic education, literature, history and geography.94
A site referenced by the actors of national education brings together references in the field:
media education.fr, an information education platform and for freedom of expression.95
1.2 - Suggestions for the multicultural kit
According to the teachers, starting from the experience and practices of young people will
allow a better appropriation of knowledge and skills to be implemented in the fight against
stereotypes, racism and discrimination: in this respect, the tools are all the more effective that
they allow to re-contextualize uses or concrete practices.
More generally, our ambition would be to mobilize the “big story” of migrations to relate to the
“personal story” of users, students or parents. When visiting the Musée de l'Homme96 in Paris, a
composite animation expresses a concept quite similar, as you can see below:

90

https://www.liberation.fr/checknews,100893 , accessed 3 april 2019.
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/vrai-ou-fake/
92
https://www.ac-paris.fr/portail/upload/docs/application/pdf/2018-10/un_piquenique_de_migrants_dans_un_cimetiere_a_calais__.pdf
93
https://www.clemi.fr/fr/ressources/nos-ressources-videos/trois-regards-pour-voir/lexode-des-rohingyas.html
94
https://www.ac-paris.fr/portail/jcms/p1_1794755/emi-et-migrations
95
https://www.mediaeducation.fr/fr/Se-documenter/lire/Vrai-ou-Fake/114.html
96
http://www.museedelhomme.fr/fr
91
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The teachers also explain that the students are fond of advertising images, and already have
through the school curriculum, a practice of image analysis. It would therefore seem normal to
include in our toolkit, images of an advertising nature, thus appealing to their curiosity and
their greed for this type of media.
It is also through roleplaying that the student may have to play the moderator of several chat
rooms / reader comments on an article. It's up to him to identify the misplaced remarks,
following a precise charter, according to the theme of the chatroom. It is in this role of
moderator that they will discover the complexity of the task, the difficulty to identify and
discern the civilly correct, harassment, insult, racism etc. and consequences their lack of actions
might have on other readers, with a pre-established scenario.
But it is also through individual stories that one can identify with the other. Indeed, prejudice
exists until one discovers a story similar to one's own. Here we do not speak of a migration
story, or other dramatic events bringing one to find refuge in another country, but rather
focussing on the daily life of a few individuals either it is a passion, a hobbie, or speaking about
their breakfast. Through an interface full of avatar, presenting that topic, the student could
choose an audio podcast. The idea is to initially hide the person’s origine through an actor
voice, or computer generated to reread the story of another as a mean to scrambling the tracks,
to the point of not being able to identify the origin of the source. When coming back to the
original interface, then we could identify the person, and therefore breaking the discrimination
often associated to skin colour or the country of origin.
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